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PREFAE

I. This report represents the final compilation of all data and

information developed from investigations conducted for fulfillment of a

contract initiated by the United States Army Corps of Engineers (CE), 0

Charleston District, Charleston, South Carolina (DACW 60-76-C-0031) on

23 September 1976 with The Citadel-The Military College of South Carolina.

2. The purpose of this contract was to complete a thorough study

of diked dredged material disposal sites associated with the maintenance

dredging of the Atlantic Intra-Coastal Waterway within the boundaries of

the Charleston CE District. Observations of the substzate, drainage,

vegetational and other physical and biological features of these disposal

sites were made to qualitatively and quantitatively describe the extent of g

mosquito breeding associated with them. Observations of other types of

saltmarsh habitats were made to provide comparative data. Field studies

were conducted by aerial photographic surveillance of and on-site visits to

all disposal areas within the Charleston CE District. Laboratory studies

were conducted at The Citadel Biology Department.

3. Field and laboratory studies were conducted under the direction

of the Principal Investigators, Mr. Joseph Vorgetts, Jr., Instructor and

Research Associate, and Dr. William Bruce Ezell, Jr., Associate Professor "

at The Citadel, Department of Biology. The Contracting Officer for the

Corps of Engineers was Col. Harry S. Wilson, Jr. The Contracting Officers

Representative (COR) was Mr. John L. Carothers, Chief, Environmental . " -

Resources Branch. S

4. The authors wish to express their appreciation to personnel of

the Charleston CE District, especially Messrs. Braxton Kyzer, John

Carothers, Hager Metts, Willard Mizzell and Lt. Randy Bolton for their

assistance and unfailing cooperation throughout the duration of this S

project. The authors also offer an expression of gratitude to Mr. Max

Askey, Director of the Charleston County Mosquito Abatement Program; Mr.

Robert Zack, Director of the Georgetown County Mosquito Abatement Program;

Mr. David Arnold, Director of the Lowcountry Vector Control Program, Mr. S

Tommy Strange, Supervisor of Waterfowl Management-South Carolina
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I
Department of Wildlife and Marine Resources and the personnel of these

agencies who were extremely helpful and cooperative in locating and

monitoring some of the sampling sites established for this study. An

expression of thanks is also extended to Mr. Fritz Aichele of the South S

Carolina Coastal Council whose help with securing aerial photographs was

invaluable. Publication of the final report was made possible by a special

grant from The Citadel Development Foundation (CDF) and special thanks are

extended to Cols. J. R. Woods and J. K. Reed for the administrative assistance 0

they provided throughout the duration of this project. A final, special

note of gratitude is extended to Mr. James Campbell, Mosquito identification

specialist, for his didicated assistance with the taxonomic work necessary

for completion of this study. •
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I 0
1, INTRODUCTIO

5. Maintenance of adequate channel depths for passage of

commercial and private vessels which utilize the coastal harbors and 0

waterways of South Carolina is a precondition for the continued success

and growth of three of the state's most important industries: recreation,

commercial fishing and the import-export trade. These industries also

depend to varying degrees on the continuing viability of one of the P

state's most valuable natural resources, the coastal wetlands.

6. The wetlands of South Carolina comprise about 788 square miles.

Most of this area (about 678 square miles) is made up of tidal saltmarsh.

The remainder consists of marsh which has been impounded for wildlife and

other management purposes (Tiner, 1977). Marshland serves several

important functions including the maintenance of (I) habitats which serve

as nursery areas for fin and shellfish; (2) buffer zones which qbsorb

energy and runoff from coastal storms; (3) natural filters which trap 0

sediments and pollutants which run off from upland areas; and (4) natural

and aesthetically pleasing environments important for recreational and

educational pursuits. Most of these functions can and do impinge directly

or indirectly on the state's major coastal industries. 0

7. The necessity of channel maintenance and the equally important

need for marshland preservation represent conflicting goals that are

necessary to maintain waterborne commerce ir. coastal areas. These

conflicts arise because channel maintenance requires frequent dredging -

and usually the only sites available for disposal of dredged material are

tidal saltmarshes. Disposal areas, that are located in the vicinity of

saltmarshes, are easily recognized by at least one prominent feature common

0 to such sites. This feature is the presence of dikes which surround each 0

of the sites. These dikes prevent runback of dredged material into

channels.

8. Diked disposal sites unfortunately do not have a completely

desirable impact on the environment. When the confined dredged material 0

(a mixture of sard, silt and clay particles with water) gradually dries,

a series of successional seres are produced (Carlson, 1972; Ezell, 1976).
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These seres are characterized by physical changes in the substrate which

can also be associated with a concurrent plant successional pattern. All

of these successional stages are also associated with production of

arthropods, including some pest species. The nuisance potential of these 0

insects is not limited to the immediate vicinity of their breeding sites

but extends into nearby residential areas and other human population

centers. There is also a public health risk factor associated with this

problem because some species, especially mosquitoes, may serve as vectors 0

of arthropod-borne encephalitis.

9. At the present time, there are no feasible alternative methods

for the disposal of dredged material which could circumvent the need for

diked disposal areas. Even if operationally and economically feasible 0

alternatives were developed in the near future (an unlikely possibility),

the present mosquito nuisance probJem associated with existing diked

disposal areas in South Carolina and other U.S. coastal areas would

persist for many years (Askey, 1974). This, the only remaining alternative 0

is to attempt to control noxious insects produced in dredged material

disposal areas.

10. Temporary (insecticidal) control of mosquito breeding in

dredged material disposal habitats is currently the only practical method S

available to mosquito abatement programs in South Carolina. Source

reduction (permanent control by physical manipulation for elimination of

breeding habitats) is rarely used at the present time because of a paucity

of detailed knowledge about mosquito bteeding habitats within dredged

material disposal sites. The development of source reduction techniques,

which could be integrated with temporary control measures in a pest

management program, is however highly desirable because the need for

insecticidal control would be reduced resulting in a cost reduction both S

in environmental and economic terms. Because source reduction appears to

offer an extremely useful means of reducing mosquito-related problems

within diked dredged material disposal sites, this study was undertaken

to assess the potential of thi; approach and provide the necessary data 0

needed for developing methods for its implementation.
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I1 BIOLOGY OF MOSQUITO SPECIES

OCCURRING IN COASTAL AREAS

11. More than 50 species of Culicidae occur in South Carolina.

Based on records of the Charleston County Mosquito Abatement Program, 48

mosquito species occur in coastal sections of the state (Askey, 1977).

Less than ten of these species are found in association with saltmarsh

habitats. However, these saltmarsh species are responsible for the major

portion of the nuisance associated with mosquitoes in the coastal zone.

Floodwater Mosquitoes

12. The most important mosquito pests in South Carolina coastal

areas are species which breed in sa]tmarsh habitats that are intermittenly

flooded by tidal flow and/or rain. The two major species in this category

arc the common saltmarsh mosquito, ". .': _' (Walker) and the

black saltmarsh mosquito, .. ;, 1.' .' Ao; (Wiedemann). Both species are

common along most of the Atlantic and Gulh Coasts of the United States.

Further details about the distribution and taxonomic position of these two

species are given by Carpenter and La Casse (1955), Carpenter (1968; 1970)

and Klwight and Stone (1977). The summary of the biology and life history

of these two species which follows has been taken from King et.al. (1960).

13. Several factors contribute to the importance of A. 3oc.{zta?:s -

and A. t ,r. u', as pests of man. The most significant are the

habits of the adults. The femalvs of both species are fierce biters and

strong fliers. They readily feed on warm-blooded hosts including man and

they commonly migrate inland from the vicinity of their breeding

habitats. Individuals may disperse more than 30 miles from the breeding

site, but the average flight range is probablv much less. Nevertheless,

great influxes of both species into populated areas of the coastal plain

are a common occurrence. At the end of such migrations, adults settle in

grass, shrubbery and other typeas of available vegetation which offer some

protection from the elements. From such positions, they will readily

attack any passing persons or warmblooded animals. A significant

S -.S
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behavioral aspect of these mosquitoes, which adds to their nuisance

potential, is that biting activity is not necessarily restricted to the

crepuscular periods. A. soJcitanr and to a lesser extent,

A. taeniorkychs will attack at anytime of day or night-even in fully

sunlit areas.

14. Breeding habits: Mosquitoes of the floodwater group are

similiar in many respects and they share the common habit of depositing

their eggs on moist soil slightly above the prevailing water level. In

the saltmarsh habitat, this soil zone is represented b- that portion of

the marsh which is irregularly flooded by monthly spring tides (high

marsh) but not the daily action of tidal ebb and flow (low marsh). The

lower limit of the high marsh zone is usually delineated by a transition

from cordgrass, ;>,2r ;2,: to other halophytic species. Further

details of saltmarsh vegetational patterns in relation to community

structure and zonation are given by Adams (1963). The relationship of

vegetational communities to insect species composition and diversity in

saltmarshes has been described by Davis and Gray (1966).

15. The crucial factor which determines floodwater mosquito

distribution is related to the characteristics of substrates which are

chosen for egg laying sites. Several substrate characteristics have been

studied in efforts to determine what factor exerts the greatest influence

on oviposition site selection. Knight and Baker (1962) found that the

moisture content of artificial substrates significantly influences

oviposition site selection by laboratoi reared A. oi.> :'2:;ans and .. ..

,', , .c. Most eggs were laid on substrates with a high moisture

level (70 percent or more of the saturation moisture content of the

substrate). Knight (1965) r ?orted that the larvae of the saltmarsh

mosquitoes . ,. .q.d'§.": 1Kft;07 and "c adeyi were

always found in areas that resulted from the flooding of habitats where

soil exhibited a total soluble salt content of 1,644 ppm or more.

However, Petersev and Chapman (1970) found that both 1. ,m Z<;ctms and

. -. would breed on substrates with an extremely wide range S

of salinity and concluded that salinity may not be the only factor

restricting the distribution of these species. Petersen (1969) examined

the oviposition responses of several saltmarsh ".;." spp. to seven

different incrganic salts and found evidence that salinity may be more S
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important as a repelling factor than an attracting factor. Thus the exact

role of physical and chemical factors in mosquito oviposition site

selection remains unclear. No definitive studies have been conducted on

the ovipositional requirements of mosquitoes developing within dredged

material disposal sites. Despite the absence of good microhabitat features

at the present tinTM , saltmarsh mosquito breeding sites can be identified on

the basis of ariw.' ' features, especially vegetational features.

Travis and Bradley (1943) demonstrated that the distribution of Acjco

mosquito eggs on saltmarshes was correlated with vegetational type.

16. Once laid, eggs require a few days for embryonic development

and conditioning. During this period, eggs will not hatch under any

conditions. Once this conditioning period is completed, r~cst eggs usually 0

will hatch if inundated by water. Factors which prevent hatching include

high dissolved oxygen levels in the water (deoxygenated water induces

hatching), embryonic diapause (the physiological conditioning of eggs which

* prevents hatching during seasons which are unfavorable to successful 0

development)and secondary conditioning factors. This latter factor refers

to the fact that a small percentage of eggs requires one or more floodings

to properly condition them for hatching. The details of this specialized

,.crhanism remain unclear. A thorough review of available information 0

about thLs unusual habit has been provided by Horsfal] et a]. (1q73).

17. Following hatching, larvae feed on microplankton including

algae, rotifers, protozoa, bacteria, and to some extent on detritus .-.

although "'e exact impoitance of non-living organic food is not known S

(Clements, 1963). Adult eclosion may occur in as few as six days

following egg hatch under optimum condi ions, but development to the adult

stage usually requires 10-12 davs-the developmental time is highly

dependent on water temperature. Floodwater mosquito broods are usually S

closely synchronized and emergence of all adults in a brood is usually

completed in a 2- to 3-day period once adult eclosion begins. Males

usually emerge before females and remain near the breeding site in

surrounding vegetation. Once a sufficient number of females have emerged S

and dried sufficiently, mating begins. Mating occurs in nuptial flights.

During the period preceeding the onset of these mating flights, the females

do not feed on blood and restrict their diet to nectar from flowering

plants. Nectar apparently provides a carbohydrate energy source for

9
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flight, while blood is used as a protein source to produce eggs. Males

feed only on nectar as their mouthparts are not morphologically adapted

for the blood sucking habit. Migration of females occurs shortly after

the peak of the mating period. More detailed information about mosquito 0

life history has been provided by Clements (1963), Edman (1971) and

Nayar and Sauerman (1975 a,b,c).

Non-Floodwater Mosquitoes 0

18. Several species of mosquitoes deposit eggs directly on the

surface of brackish or saline water associated with saltmarsh habitats.

None of these species are as great a source of nuisance as saltmarsh 0

-L2'.& because they usually do not occur in as great abundance and they

apparently have a more restricted flight range. Nevertheless, localized

outbreaks of some of these species can be bothersome. Two species of

' : (A. z °:.. Dyar and Knob and .. . King) frequently

occur in saltmarshes. ". is apparently best adapted to pools

with a 1-12 pe-cent salinity range. A. ,to>o larvae occasionally

occur with those of ,ui,•j but z-1'---.--' larvae usually occur in water

with a lower salt concentration according to King et al., (1960). .

However, Chapman (1959) reported 3'., from New Jersey saltmarsh sites

with a salinity above 5U percent. . .,. .: is most frequently

associated with locations having emergent vegetation. Adult females of

both species attack man. " . is apparently active even during S

daylight hours. The behavior of • is difficult to document because

it lacks characteristics which distinguish it from those of A. .L -

and -.. " Host preferences of .,, spp. have been described

by Edman (1971).

19. One species of is frequently associated with saltmarsh

habitats. In the Carolinas, x 7> r its Coquillett is usually found

near the upland p.erimeter of high saltmarsh vegetation, especially in

grassy pools where .. .a is dominant. This species apparently S

breeds in both fresh and brackish water and occurs in the Midwestern

States as well as along the Atlantic and Gulf Coasts. The females attack

man and disperse rather widely from their breeding habitats but are less

important as pests in the south than in more northerly area-, according to -

......... . . . ,... . . . . . . . . . . . ... . .. . •.



King et al. (1960). Edman (1974) reviewed literature about the feeding

habits of C. saZinarius throughout its range and reported results of

-tudies from Florida. This species feeds on many types of warm-blooded

hosts, taking blood about as often from birds as from mammals. Crans S

(1968) reported similar results from host preference studies in New

Jersey.

Medical Importance of Saltmarsh Mosquitoes 0

20. The involvement of saltmarsh mosquitoes as vectors of human

disease has been documented in a number of studies. The most important

diseases transmitted by saltmarsh mosquitoes in the United States are S

the encephalitide viruses. Major outbreaks of encephalitis in man,

horses and pheasants have been attributed to five groups of virus:

Eastern Equine Encephalitis (EEE): Western Equine Encephalitis (WEE):

St. Louis Encephalitis (SLE): Venezuelan Encephalitis (VEE): and S

California Encephalitis (CE). The mosquito-virus relationships of

these encephalitides have been reviewed by McLintock (1978). Eastern

encephalitis is most significant because it has severe effects on the

central nervous system. Although human outbreaks have thus far ,

demonstrated low numbers of cases with clinical symptoms, approximately

two-thirds of clinical cases have resulted in death (Crans, 1968). EEE

has a more restricted distribution than soa.e other forms of encephalitis

and appears to be localized along the eastLern seaboard and the Gulf of

Mexico. The incidence of this disease closely parallels the distribution

of A. : and a considerable b, dy of evidence from laboratory

and field studies has strongly implicated this species as a principal

vector of human infection (Crans, 1962; 1964; 1968). . a.> ' 5

also has a demonstrated capability to carry Western and California

Encephalitis. The frequency of these two infections is much lower

than that for EEE in the eastern sections of the country. However,

recent evidence indicates that both forms may be advancing eastward

(Altman et al., 1967; Crans, 1968; Pratt, 1977). :. v, rk hZ-

and "' *:&n,[c also have a demonstrated ability to carry EEE and
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WEE. in addition, SLE has been isolated from A. taeniorhynchus.

21. Evidence of involvement of saltmarsh anophelines in the

cycling of encephalitis is sparse. Only one study has implicated

A. bradZleyi as a possible vector of encephalitis (Buescher et al.,

1970). Both bradleyi and atropcs have been infected with malaria

* parasites in laboratory studies but no evidence indicates that either

* of these species are important natural vectors (King et al., 1960).

12S



11, MOSQUITO CONTROL IN COASTAL AREAS

22. An organized effort to control mosquitoes associated with

saltmarshes was first developed in New Jersey. This pioneering effort

was based on the studies and recommendations of Smith (1904) which

advocated source reduction techniques by means of proper water management

Source reduction has been achieved primarily by the construction of

ditches which promote drainage and/or improve circulation of tidal water

in mosquito breeding habitats. Thus, either standing water is eliminated

or free flow of water into such habitats is achieved. In the latter case,

free circulation permits larvivorous fish to reach th- major foci of

mosquito breeding and devour the larvae before they can affect man. In

some circumstances, water impoundments have been used to eliminate

breeding sites by flooding and managing water depth at a level which

exceeds the shallow depths required for the development of mosquitoes.

23. Similar efforts were initiated in other coastal regions of

the country in the 1930's, particularly in Florida, where most of the

coastal counties established mosquito abatement programs. However,

control methods shifted dramatically in the 1940's when DDT was introduced

as an insecticide. During the two decades which followed, much reliance

was placed on DDT because the compound was inexpensive and reliable

ground and aer43l application methods had been developed which provided

a means for thoroughly treating vast acreage in short periods of time

(King et al., 1960). •

24. More recently, strict reliance on insecticidal control has

waned because of the development of res-istant strains of mosquitoes and

the adverse effects to non-target wildlife. At the present time, many

mosquito abatement districts are emphasizing the integration of a

variety of procedures into their programs. Although this approach may

add to the operating costs of a program, researchers and district

supervisors are gradually recognizing that added costs are frequently

offset by having the most ecomomical tool available to control different

types of mosquito problems. The components of such an e. ,L "

program include public education, preventive planning and surveillance as

well as the more traditional concepts of water management, larviciding

13
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and adulticiding (Provost, 1976). In addition, the latter three categories

have undergone many refinements in the past two decades. Persistent

insecticides such as DDT have been phased out in favor of short-lived

compounds such as the organophosphate chemicals. Thus, the buildup of S

toxic compounds in the environment is reduced. Also, in many areas,

greater emphasis is now given to the chemical control of mosquito larvae

rather than the control )f adults. Larval control offers at least two

important advantages: (1) mosquitoes are eliminated before they ever have •

an opportunity to attack man; (2) much less insecticide is required to

control mosquitoes in their aquatic habitats when compared with the amount

needed to control adults once they have dispersed into human population

centers. 0

25. The improvement of water management procedures has perhaps

been as dramatic as changes in insecticidal control methods. Efforts

to improve water management methods were accelerated following many

critical reports of such procedures (Daiber, 1972). These studies 0

inJicated that ditching solely designed to eliminate mosquito breeding

Could h.,v, severe negative effects on other saltmarsh fauna. Ditching

efforts intended for the achievement of drainage of marshes were reported

to cause changes in the water table which then elicited changes in salt- "

marsh plant communities. The net effects o: such changes reportedly

re'sulted in drastic declines in various invertebrates such as molluscs

and crustaceans followed by a decline in populations of waterfowl and

wading birds which feed on the inverteLrates. Impoundments generally 0

had less severe or even positive effects on wildlife, but the difficulty

of proper maintenance of impoundments was cited as a drawback and the

need for additional studies on the impact of impoundments on microfauna

was emphasized. Poor management of such areas was described as 0

frequently eliciting a transition in mosquito species composition from

floodwater to permanent water species, but not complete elimination of

breeding.

26. These and other criticisms of early mosquito control water 0

management procedures threatened to establish a permanent conflict between

persons charged with mosquito control responsibilities and those

affiliated with wildlife conservation (see Glasgow, 1938; for a discussion

of the origi-s of these conflicting interests). However, an important 0

step toward an equitable resolution of these differences occurred when

14
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MacNamara (1952) proposed that a cooperative research program be initiated

to develop ways of coordinating mosquito control efforts with beneficial

wildlife management practices. The results of the research effort which

followed have been reviewed by Clark (197/) and Provost (1977). A

summary of these results has been provided in the remainder of this

section. Since the proposal of MacNamara (1952), many studies (including

Chapman and Ferrigno, 195b; Franz and Ruber, 1962; Franz, 1963; Mangold,

1962; Shoemaker, 1964; Florschutz, 1959; and Provost, 1959; 1968) have •

demonstrated that water impoundments in coastal areas can be successfully

managed to achieve the dual purpose of eliminating mosquito breeding and

encouraging wildlife, especially waterfowl and muskrats.

27. More recent studies have shown that marshes may even be 0

ditched with much less disruption than was previously thought possible if

indiscriminate parallel ditching is avoided. A procedure for constructing

ditches and ponds for both the elimination of mosquito breeding

depressions and the creation of habitats attractive to wildlife has been 0

described by Ferrigno and Jobbins (1968), Ferrigno, et al. (1969) and

Ferrigno (1970). This method, referred to as Open Marsh Water Management

(OIWNI), emphasizes detailed surveys to locate mosquito breeding sites so

that a proposal for elimination of breeding sites can be developed for 0

advance review. Before a project is implemented, areas are marked where

ditches and/or ponds are to be constructed. During implementation,

maximum emphasis is given to proper sod disposal so that natural marsh

clevations are maintain2d-a key element of this management approach. S

This is achieved by using trained personnel and specialized equipment

(Ferrigno et al., 1975). Amphibious rctary ditching equipment falls

inton thc latter category. Equipment of this type cuts a ditch with a

Srt-ating cutting head. As the marsh sod is removed, it is shredded and S

:cattCred over a broad swath. The resulting spoil deposit never exceeds

mare than a few inches in depth and consequently, marsh vegetation -

withii the swath is able to recover quickly and no change in species "

c,,mpon.ition is produced. Whlien propcrly carried out, an overall increase S

in productivity )f marsh subjected to OMM is observed (Shisler and

,bbin.s 1977). Another significant aspect of this type of sod disposal

ie that it avoids the risk of creating new mosquito breeding habitats . ...

iround rjunmocks resulting from piles of disposed sod. This method also S
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has the added advantage of being faster than most other techniques

currently available.
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IV. PHYSICAL FEATURES OF DIKED

DREDGED MATERIAL DISPOSAL SITES

0
28. The general subject of navigation dredging and the

environmental impacts associated with it have been reviewed by Clark

(I977), LaRoe (1977) and Jeane and Pine (1975). However, few references

are available which describe mosquito problems related to dredging

,tctivities, ind since only one comprehensive review of this subject is

currently available (Ezell, 1978) a summary of some of the more salient

features of this topic have been provided in this report. That dredging

activities are a potential source of mosquito production has been known

for more than 75 years. One of the earliest such records is provided by

William Crawford Gorgas (1915), Chief Sanitary Officer during the con-

.-truiction of the Panam;a Canal:

Occasionallv, at a station where we had controlled S
mosquitoes for several years, a great swarm
would appear for reasons which we could not
explain. These swarms would not remain for a
long period of time, and usually they were not
made up of anopheles. Wlile they lasted, we
used the method of catching infected mesquitoes 0
for the protection of our force. On one occasion,
however, we had a large flight of anopheles.
They swarmed everywhere about the station, and -

we could not account for them, or discover where
they came from. The saritary iaspectors'
department devoted all its spare force to "
invcst igating this point, and for a considerable
ocriod Mr. Joseph Le Prince who had supervised
field operations for the yehlow fever eradication
program in Havana in 1901 and had a similar
rco;ponsibility in Panama, devoted all his time
to the subject. He finally located the breeding. S
area in i small swamo about a mile from the
tOUwn. The swamp had existed there during the

preceeding yvars when Gatun had been comparatively
free from mosquitoes. At this particular time
when the anopheles; were so troublesome, the
enginTLers had begun to pump silt from the S
channel of the Canal into this swamp. This

ilIt was carried by salt water, which made the
water of the swamp brackish. This brackish water
appircnt l, iavor.d dcve lo,mnt of the anopheles, " • -

"7
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and they were produced in enormous numbers. The
engineers were requested to pump sea water into
the swamp area for a few days. This soon made
the water of the swamp too salty for the anopheles,
and in a few days the mosquitoes disappeared 0
from the town.

29. A few reports indicate that deposition of dredged material

may not always have negative side effects with respect to mosquito

breeding. One study (Darsie, et al., 1953) suggests that hydraulic 0

fills for maintenance of the Dela 'are and Chesapeake Canal eliminated

some breeding of the freshwater species . - - C LKs.

However, most studies indicate otherwise. Reports by Brooks (1939),

Vannote (1945), Helm (1959) in New Jersey; Kinsey (1958) in New York; 0

Ruth (1952) in Virginia; Fehn (1957) in South Carolina; and the Chatham

County Mosquito Control Commission (1969) in Georgia represent some

of the many documented cases of mosquito breeding in association with

hydraulic drudged di-0)osd Iit ilong the :\tl~inti" Coast. 5

30. Except for a section between Little River and Winyah Bay,

most of the AlV in South Carolina is contiguous with low saltmarsh .

(i.u., . and/or .,w :'.c,''r marsh). Most

diked disposal areas are located on low marsh because marshes were S

deemed to be of little value when these disposal areas were designated.

Although further diking of low marsh appears unlikely in view of recent

lcgislation designed to protect wetlands, som~e areas already diked may

bh subject to periodic use for many years. Even when dredged material S

has not been pumped into diked areas, dikes alone produce approximately

the same effect as raising the elevation of low marsh. Deposition of

dredged material merely accentuates the effect.

31.. The relationship of marsh elevation to floodwater mosquito

breeding is illustrated in Figure 1. Diked dredged material disposal

areas correspond to the category of "unmanaged, impounded marsh" in the

illustration. Mosquito breeding associated with diked disposal sites

is usually confined to a number of identifiable subhabitats within and 0

immediately outside the dikes. These subhabitats are illustrated in - --

Figure 2 and described in the following paragraphs. More detailed

W - -S. -'
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summaries of these subhabitats with respect to their occurrence and

characteristics in parts of the country outside South Carolina have been

provided by Ezell (1978).

Structural Features

32. Several mosquito producing subhabitats are usually created

when construction of a new disposal site is underway or when dikes of

previously existing sites are reinforced. The most significant aspect

of these mosquito breeding foci is that some breeding commences almost

immediately after the construction work has been completed-the deposition 0

of dredged material is not a prerequisite for initiation of mosquito

production, although breeding is usually much more intense after a pumping

operation. Since sites are usually constructed or modified far in

advance of the time they are needed (to allow sufficient time for dike

settling and consolidation) the conditions described below may prevail

for several years. Asterisks denote those conditions which may produce

mosquitoes both before and after a site is pumped.

33. Dike swales* (item 1, Figure 2): These are areas located 0

between borrow pit swales and dikes. The dike swale consists of a shallow

depression bounded on one side by the dike and on the other side by

a ridge of soil which usually is only a few inches above the prevailing

contour. This ridge is created when soil spills from the dragline 0

bucket as the dragline begins its pivot from the borrow pit to the dike.

This area may be continuous around the entire inside perimeter of a site

or it may be divided into a series of shallow depressions. The exact

depth and conformation of this subhabitat is primarily dependent on 0

the consistency of the borrow pit substrate and the habits of the dragline

operator. Dike swales are extemely prone to intermittent flooding and

drying and thus, to floodwater mosquito breeding (see also paragraph 45).

The adjacent dike is a primary factor in the flooding of the dike swale 0

because the extreme slope of the dike acts as an excellent watershed

directing runoff from rainfall into the swale.

'14. Borrow pits* (item 3, Figure 2): These areas are created . . "
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when fill is removed to provide material for dike construction. In South

Carolina, as in most areas of the country, material for dike construction

is usually removed from inside the disposal site, 10-15 meters from the

dike in most instances. This procedure, called incremental dike con-

struction (Murphy and Ziegler, 1974), results in a pit 1-3 meters deep.

This borrow area may be either a continuous pit encircling the site or

a series of unconnected pits depending upon the preferences of the

dragline operator. Since most disposal sites are constructed in areas

where water tables are very close to the surface, borrcow pits usually

flood immediately after they are excavated. These areas usually remain

flooded until dredged material is pumped into a site. Flooded borrow

pits usually acquire a minnow population soon after they are flooded.

Thus, in most instances the borrow pit is not a significant source of

mosquito production prior to the disposal operation. However, occasion-

ally only a small amount of fill is required for the dikes, resulting in

a very shallow borrow pit. This type of borrow area is prone to inter-

mittent flooding usually caused by rainfall and it is conducive to

mosquito production. Nevertheless, even when these conditions prevail,

mosquito production is usually less severe than in dike swales.

35. Double diking* (not illustrated): This is a less frequently

employed method of dike construction referred to as the "interior dike"

method by Murphy and Ziegler (1974). This method employs a system of new

dikes that are added around a disposal area always to the inside of the

previous dike. This method does not apeCar to be in common practice at

the present time in South Carolina. However, this description has been

included because depressions between successive dikes in the series

provide excellent conditions for heavy rosquito production.
36. Blockage of tidal drainage, (item 7, Figure 2): This con-

dition results when dredged material disposal sites are interposed within

natural tidal drainage patterns. This results in the interruption and/or

rediversion of small tidal creeks which drain the marsh. If rediversion

is complete, no mosquito breeding problem is produced. However, partial

or complete interruption of drainage patterns results in th-, creation of.

a! ,'h:.. .' poni Or l,119(- puddle ". " . ' ,' " . - . :J7u"'t' C P . - .
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00
o;' disposaZ areas. Such habitats serve as an excellent breeding areas

for some mosquito species.

37. Localized breeding outside disposal areas* (item 11, Figure

2): This situation may occur in natural habitats similar to that described

in the previous paragraph. Localized breeding habitats differ in one

major respect. They usually result from the entrapment of runoff from

rainfall in pockets occurring along the outside perimeter of the dike

rather than from interruption and entrapment of tidewater. These de-

pressions are excullent floodwater mosquito habitats.

38. Surface distortion* (item 12, Figure 2): This category

includes mosquito breeding habitats that are attributable to the operation

of mechanical equipment used in the construction and maintenance of

disposal sites. This includes ruts created by movement of mechanical

equipment and depressions resulting from mats used to support equipment

on the extremely unstable marsh substrate. These habitats may take the

form of shallow, temporary potholes or larger, deeper, long-lasting •

depressions. The integrity of these iabitats in relation to the overall

conformation of thC disposal site substrate is frequently retained even

after deposition of dredged material. Thus they are likely to produce

mosquitoes both before the pumping operation and following the operation

once the material begins to consolidate. Flooding of these habitats

usually results from rainfall and/or tidal flow.

teaturcs Developing 0

After Disposal of Dredged Material

39. Most of the subhabitats described in the preceeding section

continue to produce mosquitoes after they have been covered by dredged

material, although breeding may he briefly interrupted immediately follow-

ing the pumping operation (see Section V for more details about temporal

effects on mosquito production). A more important fact is that the

mosquito breeding potential of these subhabitats tends to be increased bv

deposition of dredged material. As a result larger broods of mosquitoes

are produced more frequently. in addition, several subhabitats are

.0 a
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directly associated with dredged material and do not appear until after

a site has been used at least once for a disposal operation. Descriptions

of these subhabitats are provided in the remaining portion of this

section. The modifications to some of the previously described subhabi-

tats which result from deposition of dredged material, are also summa-

rized.

40. Fissured soil: This represents a generalized habitat which

occurs in most of the subhabitats that occur inside disposal areas after

the disposed material has begun to dry and consolidate. Thu presence of

fissures or cracks in the substrate (see profile diagram, Figure 2; see

also paragraphs 63-70) is the best, single, preliminary indication that

the substrate will support mosquito production. The composition of the

substrate material, the depth of fissures, the effect of aging, weathering

and filling of fissures and the density of vegetational stands which

become established on the substrate are secondary factors which influence

the degree and type of mosquito breeding on fissured substrates. The

influence of these factors is described in greater detail in Part V.

41. Seepage (item 4, Figure 2): Following a disposal operation,

surface water gradually percolates into the substrate. In some disposal

sites, subsurface horizons of the dredged material substrate apparently
are nearly impervious to surface water. This situation results in a

perched water table. .As a result, horizontal percolation of water occurs

which is manifested b. seepage at the base of the dike around the outside

perimeter of the dispo.al area. Other lactors may also influence this

effect (e.g., the close proximity of the borrow pit to the dike and

improper dike construction) and the relative importance of each of these

factors has not vet been established (see Part V for a more detailed

discussion of dredeevd :material substrate characteristics). Such seepage

may result in the formation of pools along the outer perimeter of the dike,

which represent a frequent source of mosquito production. Formation of

such breeding arteas is especially enhanced if the dike interrupts the

natural marsh drainage pattern and/or is juxtaposed with upland areas.

42. Depression and hummock sites* (items 5 and 6, Figure 2):

These conditions result when depressions associated with the natural

L0
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contours of a disposal site are covered and filled by dredged material.

The conformation of these depression areas is reestablished during drying

of the dredged material because the depressions initially trap a larger

deposit of dredged material than that deposited on surrounding higher

substrate contours. This heavier deposit undergoes greater shrinkage

from consolidation which results in deeper fissures that enhance the

mosquito breeding potential of these subhabitats. A significant aspect

of these situations is that their presence and distribution is not readily

detected during ground inspections because they are not associated with

any prominent landmarks (such as dikes). T'hus, they are easily overlooked.

For this reason, the heavY mosquito breeding they are rapable of support-

ing may go unabated during control efforts implemented by ground crews.

43. Dike failures (item 8, Figure 2): This situation may

result when seepage at. the base of a dike (paragraph 41) undermines some

* portion of the dike around a disposal site. Erosion caused by runoff 0

from rainfall and by the effect of wave and tidal action which occurs in

the AIWWq, may also result in dike failure. vWave and tidal effects can be

magnified by situating the disposal site too close to the AIWW. Dike

failure may eventually occur even when several meters of marsh or other

substrate are situated between the Waterway and a disposal site if the

energy of wave and tidal action is sufficient to gradually erode the

substrate which was previously acting as a buffer. An important aspect

influencing this effect is the force of wavcs created by the wakes of

passing boats (this problem is particularly acute for disposal sites

located in the vicinity of McClellanville, South Carolina; see individual

site descriptions for additional detail,). When a dike is breached in

the manner described above, the disposal site frequently becomes prone to 0

flooding caused by spring and storm tides, but not to the flooding caused

by the ebb and flow of daily tides. Thus, the site is easily flooded, but

not flush2d by tidal action. As a result, dike failure provides an

0 excellent means for flooding some of the mosquito breeding subhabitats 0

described in this section. Thus, dike failures tend to enhance and

augment mosquito breeding conditihns that are already present.

44. Discharge sites (item 9, Figure 2): These sites are

27).
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produced when sediments are pumped from a channel under high pressure

and this material pours into a disposal area from a single outlet which

is usually suspended one meter or less above the substrate. The combined

effects of the quantity of material discharged, the pressure or force 0

behind the discharged material and gravity result in the scouring of the

substrate at the point of impact on the surface (illustrated in Figure 3).

This e-fect can be avoided if a splash pad is used to absoro the energy

of the discharged material. This action of the discharged material results 9

in the formation of a deep depression or crater (about 1.5 neters in depth),

which usually persists long after the disposal operation has ceased (at

least several years). The bottom of depressions created in this manner

usually occur below the prevailing water table. Therefore, they tend to 5

remain partially flooded except during periods of very dry weather. The

semipermanent water present in these subhabitats tends to support several

species of aquatic and semiaquatic predators that attack mosquito larvae.

These predators usually provide effective, natural biological control in S

the discharge site. However, extremely dry conditions may eliminate

populations of predators and transform the depression into an efficient

mosquito breeding habitat which is manifested at the beginning of the

ixt peric of wet weather.

45. Borrow area and dike swales (items I and 3; Figure 2): -

These two subhabitats were previously described in the first part of this

section (paragraphs 33 and 34). Additional descriptive information is

also provided here because deposition oi fresh dredged material dramatically 9

intensifies mosquito breeding in these two subhabitats. The .ztl C

mosquito breeding intensity of these two subhabitats also changes after

a disposal operation. Prior to disposal of dredged material, mosquito

breeding is usually more intense in dike swales. Afterward, more intense 0

mosquito production is usually observed in borrow area swales. Since the

borrow pit is nearly always the lowest portion of a disposal site, fresh

- dredged material fills it before any other part of the disposal area.

* Therefore, the heaviest deposit of dredged material occurs in the borrow S

area. As a result, the drying effects of shrinkage consolidation and

fissure formation are greatest in the borrow area, making it one of the

most suitable-as well as the most extensive-mosquito breeding areas in

26"
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0 0
a disposal site. Mosquito breeding conditions in the borrow area are

usually further enhanced if a series of borrow holes are created during

dike construction instead of a single continuous borrow ditch around the

inside perimeter of a disposal area. A series of borrow holes results S

in a series of depressions following the dredging operation. During wet

conditions each of these depressions normally floods, but the floodwater -

in each depression will not be joined with water in adjacent depressions.

Therefore, if small fish or other predatory organism,, were to become S

established in only one of these depressions the cffect of their biological

control function would remain isolated. In contrdst, predators gaining

access at a single point of a continuous borrow ditch swaile are free to

disperse throughout its entirety. S

46. Dike swales also tend to concentrate a hcavier deposit of

fresh dredged material than most other portions of a disposal site.

Although the deposit is always less than that occurring in borrow area.;,

* the dike swale deposit is usually sufficient to undergo the shrinkage S

and fissuring processes which ultimately reso It in iii Cxcl lint 1:m.osqui,

producing substrate. One of the most significant .ispek-ts of the dike .

swale subhabitat is that its conformation is reestahlished when the dc i .

of fresh dredged material begins to dry. Thert.fore, an effective barrie. 0

persists between a flooded dike swale and a flooded borrow area swale.

Thus, should mosquito p:edators gain access to either subhabitat, they'

usually cannot disperse into the other subhabitat. Obs,;rvations described

in the subsequent sections of this rep( :t indicatt that even when predators

gain access to the borrow area swale, mosquito brLe ding persists in thu

- . dike swale.

47. Outfall and sump sites (items 10 and 1.+, Figure 2): Most

disposal sites are provided with drainage weirs, which are installed in S

the dike. As excess water from a disposal operation (or runoff froii heav,

rainfall) spills from the outfall pipe of the weir into the marsh, a

. depression is cr,.ated by the scouring effect of tiie water. These depressions .

* usually remain flooded either by water draining from a site, or in some 0

instances by tidal action. Therefore, thev usually are not a significant

source of mosquito production. However, occasional breeding in these

28
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depressions may occur following periods of unusually dry weather,

unusually low tides or rarely when larvae are flushed out by drainage

from inside the disposal area and become trapped in the depression. A

similar type of entrapment of larvae may also occur within the coffer of

the weir in rare instances.

48. The sump area represents a depression which forms immediately

behind the weir inside a disposal site. It is often joined to or continuous

with the borrow area swale. This depression is apparently the result of

the increasing velocity of water draining from a disposal site which occurs

near the weir. The velocity of the current apparently reduces the

sedimentation rate of particulate matter suspended in the draining water

as it approaches the weir. Thus, less material is deposited in the immedi-

ate vicinity of the weir than at points more distant from the weir. This

effect is of course manifested as a depression. The sump habitat is

probably subjected to the greatest amount of drying and wetting fluctuation'

of any points within a disposal area because it is always one of the

lowest spots within a situ. Therefore, it is often the most consistent

and frequent source of mosquito production found in disposal areas.

49. Protective vegetation* (item 13, Figure 2): Diked disposal

areas frequently include ridges of high ground which support upland .

vegetation including tall trees. Such areas usually result from diking

around areas which had )reviously been used as undiked disposal sites.

The vegetation in these areas is important to mosquito development and

survival because it provides newly emerged mosquitoes with a means of

protecting themselves from the elements. The vegetation in these areas

always includes large stands of herbaceous flowering plants. Thus, these

areas probably fulfill another important requirement of the adult mosquito

* life cycle by iproviding flower nectar as a source of carbohydrates.

50. The ridges of high ground usually possess an irregular

surface. Thus, this surface will trap dredged material and establish

mosquito breedini depressions if material pumped into an area overflows

onto these ridges. Such an overflow frequently kills all vegetation.

However, since these ridges supported upland vegetation prior to the kill,

they also act as an excellent seed source. Thus, they are important

for promoting rapid regrwth ot pioneer vegctation which promotes more " -
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rapid reestablishment of mosquito breeding conditions. Biological

interactions influencing mosquito production are discussed more

thoroughly in the section which follows.

30.
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V. CHEMICAL AND BIOLOGICAL FEATURES OF

DREDGED MATERIAL DISPOSAL SITES

Introduction

51. The presence or absence and extent of mosquito breeding

associated with dredged material disposal areas and other coastal

habitats can be easily established from gross field observations. The

results of such descriptive surveys are valuable in the applied sense

for implementing effective mosquito control measures and a synthesis of

such data was presented in the preceeding section of this report. Empirical 0

data and more extensive descriptive data were also collected during this

study so that factors influencing mosquito production could be firmly

established and better defined. The purpose of this effort was to provide

more specific and more accurate information that would (1) improve pre-

dictive capabilities for applied control; (2) provide the basis for new

and more effective control efforts and (3) establish' new directions in

basic research which might yield better solutions for mosquito-related

problems at some later date. 0

Dredged Soil Chemistry

52. The important, but yet unclear relationships between the 0

physical and chemical properties of marsh soils and the selection of

breeding sites by female saltmarsh mosquitoes about to lay eggs have

been reviewed in a previous section of this report (see paragraphs 13-

14). Because of this presumed importance of soil factors, several

chemical characteristics of dredged material were analyzed in selected

sites in South Carolina. The purpose of this effort was primarily

descriptive, but the authors also believed that results might provide a

* more definitive, chemical characterization of known mosquito breeding

microhabitats in the field than is currently available.

31
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Literature Review

53. The vast majority of analytical soil studies have been 0

directed toward the characterization of soil suitable for agricultural

production. Few attempts have been made to develop a classification

system for tidal marsh soils. One of the most significant of these

efforts has been provided by Hill and Shearin (1970). In this system,

three primary factors were utilized to classify the tidal marshes of

Connecticut and Rhode Island: (1) thickness of the surface organic layer;

(2) texture of the underlying mineral layer and (3) salinity. This

system is particularly useful because all three parameters can be identified

in the field if plants are used to estimate salinity. Studies of dredged

material substrates appear to be even less common than those for saltmarsh

soils. Ezell (1978) has reviewed this small body of literature and has

provided data for dredged material substrates in the vicinity of

Charleston Harbor, South Carolina.

54. Properties of sediments: The physical and chemical conditions

present in sediments before and after they are deposited at the bottom of

water bodies are of interest to the study reported herein, because they

reflect some of the conditions which prevail in dredged material im-

mediately after a disposal operation. Sediments in coastal areas such

as those deposited on thie bottom of navigational channels and eventually

removed by dredging, often contain a large organic component. Saltmarshes

are an important source of such organic material in the form of detritus.

Organics within a bottom deposit are decomposed primarily by bacteria. A

thin layer near the surface of the sediments usually contains sufficient ,

oxygen, which diffuses into the sediments from overlying water, to

support aerobic bacteria. Below this microzone, highly anaerobic con-

ditions prevail. In the anaerobic region, bacterial decomposition of

organics usually shifts from a reliance on oxygen to a reliance on

sulfate as a hydrogen acceptor. As a result, sulfate is reduced and

sulfides are produced in the anaerobic layer. These sulfides react with

available iron in the sediments to form hydrous iron sulfide (hydrotroilite)

which produces the characteristic black coloration of subsurface marsh

32



and benthic sediments (Hill and Shearin, 1970). When the rate of deposi-

tion of organics is high, as it often is in coastal areas, free sulfides

produced by sulfate reduction may exceed the level of available iron.

When this occurs, free sulfides build up within a deposit (Bella, 1977).

When present, high sulfide concentrations in sediments have an important

influence on the nature of substrates produced by dredging operations.

55. As Hill and Shearin (1970) have emphasized, acidity is a

useful parameter because it provides a means of distinguishing between

marsh sediments that have been permeated with fresh water and those

permeated by salt water. Acidity also provides an indication of the

relative degree of dry'ing that has occurred in drained sediments such as

those resulting from deposition of dredged material on dry land.

56. Sediments exposed to seawater generalv exhibit a neutral

or slightlv alkaline pH which reflects the high pH (approximately 8.0)

of seawater. Brackish and freshwater marsh sediments usuallv are more g

acid because seawater alkalinity is not available to neutralize organic

zcidq produced by anaerobic decomnosition of plant matter. Drying of

drained marsh or benthic sediments that have been pumped to the surface

i usuallv.' associated with an increase in acidity. This process, referred

to as sulfur aciditv (Flemming and Alexander, 1961), results from the

expoure of sulfide-rich sediments to atmosnheric oxy'gen. On exposure

to air-drying, the sulfides oxidize to stilfate by chemical and biochemical

reactions. If there are not enough alkaline earth carbonates present, S

sulfuric acid is formed and high acidity results. These soils are

similar to problem soils which occur in Holland where they are called

Katteklei (cat's clay) soils.

Materials and Methods

57. A total of qix disposal sites were selected for the

chemical characterization of the dredged soil habitat including four S

sites on the AIW,,, s-ll, S-11, C-lO and 1-7 and one site in the vicinity

of Charleston Harbor adjacent to the campus of the Citadel. One other

33 
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site was located on a disposal area in the Maryville section of

Georgetown on the south bank of the Sampit River approximately one mile

from its confluence with Winyah Bay. This site was selected because it

supported a dense stand of reeds (Phragmitcs ro'nis), a plant that is

common in many other coastal areas of the United States, but was only

recently found in South Carolina (Stalter, 1975). Other criteria, in

addition to vegetation also influenced the selection of soil sampling

sites. An effort was made to select disposal areas which represented a

cross-section of substrate conditions with respect to the length of the

time interval since the last disposal operation on the site. Once sites

were selected, an effort was also made to remove the soil samples from

the highest and lowest points within the area. In some instances, however,

relative elevational differences could not be distinguished. The

temporal data for the disposal areas included in the soil survey are

provided in Table 1.

38. Three fundamental characteristics of the dredged material

substrate were chemically analyzed: the acidity or alkalinity (as pH);

conductivity (as micromhos/cm) and soil particle size (as percent'sand,

silt and clay). Samples were collected with a core sampler (5.1 cm, i.d.).

Surface samples were isolated by removing the topmost 5.1 cm (two inches)

of soil from a core. Subsurface samples were isolated by removing the

fraction of a core between 12.7 and 17.8 cm from the surface. The

analytical procedures were the same as those used by Ezell (1978).

Table 1. Age of disposal site substrates (computed from the time of the
last disposal operation) included in the soil sampling survey.

Disposal Area Elapsed time since
last disposal operation

G-IO* 1 year

Citadel* 1 year

G-7* 1 year

S-10 1-5 years

34
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Table 1. (continued)

S-lI 1-5 years

Maryville 5 years

*Designates those disposal areas in which relative elevational differences

could be distinguished. 0

Results and Discussion

59. Results of the soil survey have been tabulated in Tables 0

2-7. The tables have been arranged in approximate order of the age of

the substrate beginning with the most recently pumped sites.

60. Acidity and conductivity: Both of these parameters exhibited

variations which appeared to be closely associated with the age of the 0

substraLe of each disposal area sampled. As expected, an inverse relation-

ship was observed between conductivity values and increasing time following

deposition of dredged material. This effect is illustrated graphically

in Figure 4. The values shown in the histogram of Figure 4 represent the 0

averages of all surface and all subsurface conductiveness (reported in

Tables 2-7) recorded for each disposal area sampled. A similar time-

related decline in conductivity was reported by Ezell (1978) for disposal

areas in the vicinity of Charleston Harbor. The results of the Ezell ""

(1978) study were combined with the results reported in Tables 2-7. These

data were used to construct a histogram for the average conductivity of

dredged soil less than one year old, one-five years old and more than

five years old (Figure 5). Much of the observed conductivity apparently S

results from seawater salts deposited in disposal sites as dissolved

salts in the mixture of particulate matter and water which makes up

dredged material. Conductivity values for some sampling sites exceeded

that of seawater which probably represents the precipitation and concentra- S

tion of salts at the substrate surface as surface water evaporated following

a disposal operation. The decline in the salinity of older substrates

apparently reflects the translocation of surface salts to deeper strata

35
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Table 2. Summary of physio-chemical factors affecting dredged -material
habitats on disposal area G-10, Atlantic Intra-Coastal Waterwi.
(mouth of the Waccamaw River).

Sample No. PH Conductivity Percent
(Micromhos/cr) Sand Silt IC-;I

Is (low) 6.4 85,200 47.0 13.0 40.0

2s (low) 6.6 81,600 43.5 20.5 36.0

Avg. (low) 6.5 83,400 45.2 16.8 38.0

3s (high) 6.2 61,000 57.8 11.8 3,

4+5 (high) 5.3 46,000 64.6 6.2 29.2

Avg.(high) 5.7 53,500 61.2 9.0 29.8

Iss (low) 6.3 44,000 65.0 11.0 2.

2ss (low)---- - -- -- --- -

3 ss (high) 6.4 33,500 78.8 6.8 1_

-. ss (high) ----- - -- -- --- -

: sarlace smple ss: subsurface sample

lable 3. Summary of physio-chemical factors affecting dredged materiail
habitatz, en The Citadel disposal area (Ashley River, vicinitv S1

of Charloston Harbor).

Sazple No. p)H Conductivity _____ c~n
(Micromhos/cm) Sand S:]t (.%

Is (low) 6.2 32,000 10.0 31.i

's (low) 6.4 45,000 8.6 31.9 iV

Av.(low) 6.3 38,500 9.3 31.6 )i

3s (high) 6.2 30,000 6 .1 32..

(high) 6.5 70,000 3.1 /8.6 ~

A,:,,. (high) 6.4 50,000 .6 40.7

iss (low) 6. 5 36,000 3.5 29.8

-~ ~lo) 6.440,000 5.3 6. ~

A.(low) 6.5 38,000 4.4' 48.9

Iss (high) 7.0 40,000 45.9 31 .I.

-. s (high) 0.6 61,000 4.2 4.

Avg. (h igh) 6.8 7)0,500 25.1 4.

s Lirr acc IL'"1 s:SUbsurface sa-mple

W3



Table 4. Sunmiary of physio-chemica 1 factor-., c~~dr z ate
habitats on G-7, Atlant ic I ntra- CoasLa I Uatcrwav', 1 - tor i 1 1I

Sample No. PH Coniduct ivi tv Per '
_______________________ 0 (i cronlhos /cm) sa f_____ S iIt (K

,( low) b.) 0 nO4

's ( low) 5.9 38,400 68.4 2 2 .8 8 .8P

Avg . (low) 5.9 25,080 5 7 .72.2

3s (high) 5.8 2,K( .1.-

3-.- (hi 'C i git)t an -, t i9 r -

Silt

To I . u~rr' fpiv ~erL: i ro ~ i 3UL

I Mk

~~- - - - - - - - - -



'Fable. 6. - Phvsio-chenic::l iat--r Tral~ ~r~ ~tcri'lI

way at '.4Iatts Cut :I~'.&c I-,SQe~

Sample No. pH Conduc tivi ty 0rtn

Is 2..

7 10, 1U 5

.,. 2].

SS 3

S:;::i ar:- 0! ;:'>-' c:j1 1:-t :I :7sU it ri i
hah ita t- onf :1tivvi I I t2 (I L-y~osaI i rci CUc()jv 7u ntxv

* ~ ~ pi- s. H Condirtivit P irc tn t

31 0 o 7 3.
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ca Iused byh" t he IL a ch i nio e ffeOCt o f wat er dcp o- i ted f rom ra inf all .

b I . ihe, pH tended to bt ncar neuit ral itv. in saimples from sites

whii ch had recent I% been f ii l ed with d redgcd material I. These sites (G- 10,

Ci tadelI and Gi-7) exhibite ,d a pH range of ).8-6. 8. Ini contrast , sites

with a one to 1iVLy-Vea r-o o .i0 e material sub. t rate (S-I10 and S-il)

'Xl ib i ted more ac id cond i t ions wi th a pH range of -4 .0- 5. 9. Thc-se results

are' cons i s ten t w i th t he- ef feL(t o f si 1 f ur ac id i tv becauItSe an i n tervalI of

time is, reqo lred tor thL, s lov dry log and o.Kidation prcse -issoc jated

w it thI e format l o 1 sui It tr aic idi t. . Tke d LvelomI o f '; (r acc- f issuires

in tesuostrait, is s- cite withi dr.' jo and undoubte-diVehne the

P ro) ss k :. i n,'rez in.11 th amoun 111t o f surface I aCL'-irea, wh i nh i s ex-posed to the-

'Itmospilhtert . I'le I)IJo tiel >JiarVvi jle site rangeud heto.ecen -3.7 ind 7.1I which

sugs;that sutl fur sidioi t': produced duiring the drying procu-,; of dredgetd

paerta1 v vetI IV l' bepart ia I Iv n, itra 1 i:edl -i tilir 1wv 1, aching-, rlIar.t-

-itraitc initeract ion> or -oeothecr process- as; !:tnkii )vn. :.wetheu

* r-,uitsobtained" frc;: Lb - il~ alst ro'hbI-: shouild nort 1 reg!arded,

oS ll US IVCeaue.aipI' were, oniv recoveread fro-, the i detOe

vat ion o1 tile sit'.. Thlis substrat h(ay1 flv be nfilence'd by the'

Ocut ra inc ci ct ot a depos it of m-arl *hc:occurred in tole imm:ediate

vicinit': of tedisc;hairgo ie. kut providc-d b :7.(ell (1978) from

Charleston Hairbor s itLe s tend to supp~jort t Ii. view that pH values tend to

:~ro anid then rcgr,--s lack toward neutral it':- dirinLg a period of several

':ar fter a Site' bimucd ilIdsoa rcas s ampled in the Chat-leston

Hairbor s tidy H(I , 19b7,S) howe-ver, e:'; ihi ted 1.i i he r pH[ v Ilj te s t ha n

tsefor s;ites-amp :led ') thL reen repor t , a 1 thoigh re.lative di ffcrences

be'tweeLn subs ra. Ji f ferentI agsppeared to be approximate ly thle same.

lI lre a1k1 I Pal ire 11ndit ions ill toe' Cluiri eton Ha-rbor sites a*r-ar to

reL bet til, he influencel L. a I 1 r cooCLen traiti en ol seawate(-r (pH about

ei.u) in Ote iredge trci lur depos ited on these. s'ites". A higher

~La~t'roticent rat ion vtllii e xc'e .l becauseL the Charleston Harbor

.11t( s are-( C1io L" to ) te At hon' ()(I n than11 tht AIW-, sites that were

f) 1and, .- l t and oi': Th 1V I'll i t i'on of th sub-Llst rateL wi t

re L'c t to part lcIe, size ap(are! tO in! iilnce, tire extent of s;uhstrate

W W W W W W W W W W



fissure formation and the duration of the fissured soil stage in the

aging process of dredged material. Ezell (1978) has provided detailed

descriptions of stages in the drying cycle of dredged material with

respect to mosquito breeding, and these stages have been summarized in 0

a sibsequent section of the present report (paragraphs 63-70). Fissures

usually form within the first year following a disposal operation and

their presence is nearly always associated with mosquito breeding. These

fissures normally exhibit a weathering and filling pattern with increasing

age (1-5 years following disposal of dredged material). Sites less than

one year old (listed in' Tables 2-4) followed the expected pattern, but

in the case of the Esterville (G-7) disposal area, the pattern appeared

61 to be greatly accelerated. Within a period of one year, the substrate B

dried, fissures formed, weathered, and were completely filled. In

reviewing the data for the three sites less than one year old, the two

areas (G-10 and The Citadel) with the highest clay content in tne surface

layer (range between 29.8 and 61.7 percent) exhibited a slower aging

pattern (longer retention of surface fissures) than the EsterviLth site

(range of the surface clay content between 13.6 and 31.6 percent).

Explanations of this observation based on other factors such as sand and

silt content appear less useful in explaining the differences. For

example, the sand content at the Esterville site was high (48.1-63.3

Percent, but it was also high at the (G-10) site (43.5-64.6 percent)

.'here ii sures were retained much longer. Ezell (1978) has noted that the

staoli- .ment of vegetation on fissure,. dredged soil appears to slow

he weathering and fil ing of fissures. This observation was believed to

* r~sult from the form ation of a root mat which physically held together the

clods o: the drcdc:,,i matt.rial mosaic between the fissures. Results from

the present study suggost a ,(,cond factor. Electrostatic forces between

clav particles when present in sufficient concentration in the surface

layer .inlirntv haVL, an imu)ortant role in the formation and retention of

r Iac issures. The cstabi ishment or a root mat by pioneering forbs

and grasses probably slows the rate of translocation oI the surface fines

(clay particles required for fissuire retiention) to deeper strata. Other

. tactors may also be important. For example, the amount of organic material

* _S
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present in the substrate (which was not measured for this study) may

influence fissure formation and retention. Further studies encompassing

additional variables would probably be useful in characterizing more

elaborate substrate interactions influencing fissure formation.

Comparative Survey of Mosquito Breeding in

Coastal Habitats of South Carolina

63. That the presence of fissures in dredged material disposal

areas is probably the best single indicator of mosquito breeding was

previously mentioned in t.is report. The fissured stage and conditions

prior to and following fissure formation have been classified according

to physical substrate characteristics and the floral and faunal species

composition inhabiting the substrate (Ezell, 1978). This classification

system is especially useful for applied mosquito control operators because

the stages are easily identified in the field and the stages most likely

to support mosquito production have been described. A total of eight

stages bearing the abbreviation DM (for dredged material) were identified

by Ezell (1978). A descriptive summary of these stages follows. A

summary diagram of these stages is provided in Figure 6.

64. DM-l (supernatant liquid): ThIs initial stage of the

disposal site habitat begins as soon as deposition of dredged material on

the surface of a site ceases. It is marked by the partitioning and

sedimentation of particulate matter sus-:ended in the slurry of dredged

material. Many species of aquatic insects invade the overlaying layer

of supernatant water that marks this stage. They usually inhabit the

site until the supernatant water is lost by evaporation and percolation.

This process is usually complete in six months or less but the duration

is, of course, influenced by seasonal and daily weather patterns.

MIosquitoes are not usually associated with this stage.

65. DM-2 (bare mud): This is a transitional stage characterized

by an unbroken mud flat. It is not significant as a mosquito producer.

This stage precedes the formation of mosquito producing stages by about

six-eight weeks. Thus, it is a good inlicator of the approximate time

of onset of mosquito breeding within a site.

0 W . -W •
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66. DM-3 (incipient fissure formation): This is also a

transitional stage resulting from further drying of the mud flat

characteristic of DM-2. It is always marked by the presence of

shallow, tenuous fissures. It may also be marked by the presence of

the white, siliceous remains of diatoms stranded on the surface of the

mud when supernatant water evaporated. These dep,)sits frequently

persist through subsequent stages. This stage rarely lasts longer

than six weeks and no mosquito breeding is associated with it. 0

However, Ezell (1978) found that overall irthrop(d ir, rtv was high.,st

in this stage.

67. DM-4 (mature fissures): In this srac, th. differential

rate of drying at surface and subsurfa-e strata i- manliested by a 5

greater rate of shrinkage near the surface. As dehvdration continues,

deep fissures form (10-60cm and occasionall" more in depth). When

viewed from above, the fissured surface of dredgd material appears

as a iiosiic of blocks (see Figure 7). Such fi- 4 rcis iorm idee i moes- 0

quito breeding microhabitat s because raint ill is tr l;:4.3 , t t . ie, t t,

of them. The duration of this stage is apprxi-,itc i-i vr . if

the duration is short, fissures may till befor, pionucrinc vu-i'etat ion

has had sufficient time to become established. In this cast', the D'-4 0

stage advances directly to the DM-6 stage.

68. DM-5 (vegetated fissures): Mien the DN-4 stage persists

for more than a year and/or whcn seed sources are in close proximity

to or inside a disposal site, a dense stand of vegetation may become

established on the fissured surface (see Figure 8).

: :-": ,' - .' . (and perhaps anywhere in the coastal

environment). The vegetative layer has several roles in relation to

mosquito production: (1) it reduces air circulation and insolation

within the fissures and this reduces evaporation of water within fissurt

This stabilizes the mosquito breeding mit rohabitat. Ihe extent ,t

the possible offsetting effect of transpiration is not known. (2) It

provides a more protected habitat which providt s for greatcr survival

of adult mosquitoes-especiallv for emerging adults. (3) It contrilttc-

to the fulfillment of the energy needs of adult mosquitoes hvrvidin* 
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a source of carbohydrate in the form of flower nuctiar.

69. DM-6 (weathered fissures) and IJM-7 (went r.rod fissures with

vegetation): TIM-6 conditions normally follow the P1-4 st.Th ,e if weather-

j ing of fissures is rapid. DM-7 condition-, result wlhen weathering of

fissures is slow and is further retarded !,,, toe tcnlicncy of vegetation

to maintain the fissured substrate. Thle DM1-4 to 1)"-__ to DM-7 sequence

usually represents a series of condit ions vhiri sr:ppo)rt hcavy and

K sometimes nearly continuous mos-quito bruedinih for %,o .ears. Thle DM-4

to DM-6 Succession usua lly results in lsi Ott::i t, -,'-sni to production

which is -,aintained for -a shorter durit iOnl (I til-Ine.Nevrhes even

in this latter case, mosquito brCLedillC i!s ne~irl% a >: sificientlv

severe to require control measures.

(. I- (cima x s ta'i e): Th is -t a4,, L- r, rt senrtcd b", the

dev.- lopent of tall wood,, shrubs. aind tres ;th osd Lcanopy. Al-

t hokig: ,icua I1' l -Iess, i nt ens, ;. Mosel Iito0 breL, ic. 7 r_1 during this

.t Lop..L L'~ c u 1_k' y ifI tl~ PI t t. t t o PM-?_ _') t I- I)"' I Se ,UncC has

t. . N.1t \t ht'r , "t I js.Ixta : .n)cn uI t ur e

U . 1: i!; on. '1 ima x inl the

1 m. h. c c', t ,r ncao no otii r 'n - cc i.-s a re

I-u 1';UdI oh'-..rvt.. to precede its- doe.i~tii'enture

o1 I e, stabl ished , i t aonpears t ,w - indef ili tel'.'

This spec ies 1 s- probao v most accut ato. iew- i else persistent ruderal

7'hun a ntm. drd.in oerat ion res;u 1ts i n dc-t , i, t i on ,)f a phragmites

s;tand , this spec:ies isL- ah le to rip i d . reest oh1 I oh it soe lf by the pro-

Lic t ion 01I new s tems wh ic C 1eCne t rot- ti ru Iu T' '.-c:I ro

overlaying dredgen material.

71 . Although the presenc. ind extenit o-c;iobreeding has

L, -n decr ibe2d f )r the tage-o 1 is',ted in1 tt-'j rC CeCn paagaps no

tuiorough - h pci- o is1t ion or ino-'.itoc occurring in

tiu d redged dispos-al areas of South Carolinma is; current iv available.

Also, 1itt~ VOr no informationl is CUrrcnltl- a lV i. abOult the

re loat i yU in !tensI i t Of lMnSqui toC bree(d in4 ill d redge d i sIosa 1 areas when

c om pa re d w i ti o)()the Ur COo S~i bobIh i t at -; ofI t bei sr te. Threfore, the

fol loving, s tidx' was; made to provide dIta alOkit -aa It pec ies compo-

-t ion and breeding j nt ens i t v

7.-8
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Materials and Methods

72. Three types of habitats were surveyed with emergence

traps to characterize mosquito production. The habitats studied

included dredged disposal areas, waterfowl management impoundments

(commonly referred to as duck ponds and henceforth this vernacular

terminology will be used in this report) and natural high marsh (see

Figure 1 for the relative position of high marsh in South Carolina

coastal areas) associated with barrier beach islands. Twenty-five

wooden frame emergence traps covered with nylon screen were used to

sample mosquito production. Each trap covered one square meter of

substrate. The collecting containers for the traps were fashioned

from one-quart polyethylene ice cream containers by cutting a hole in

the bottom of each container and gliueing a polyethylene funnel (in the

inverted position) over the hole. A trap and collecting container are

illustrated in Figure 9. Fifteen samp1 ng stations were located in

dredged disposal areas: six on dredged substrates which had aged less

than one year; six on substrates 1-3 ',ears old; three on sites more

than five years old. Five sampling stations were also'established on

each of the other two habitat types studied. However, two of the duck

pond sites were later dropped from the survey because of a logistical

problem with collecting samples. An effort was made to establish at

least one sampling location representing each type of habitat studied

in each of the three geographical ar-as included in the survey:

Charleston, Georgetown and Beaufort-C(,lleton counties. Traps were

collected once or twice per week from 30 June-28 September 1977. Traps

were relocated each week to sample a i)reviously unsampled portion of

the same substrate type within each -tudv location. A record of rain-

fall and surface water depth was maintained for each sampling location.

Results and Discts-.ion

73. Six different specieo nosquitoes were collected during. - -

the survey. Most specimens collected nrr( either .,_.cs taeniorhynchus

or A. i ~i.vwas. The level of migliro breeding observed in coastal

"4 9
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South Carolina during the summer months of 1977 was lower than had

been anticipated. This apparently resulted from extremely dry condi-

tions throughout the period. For example, the site (N-21) which

received the most rainfall, received only 12.5 inches during the entire 0

3-month period of the survey. Total rainfall in excess of ten inches

during the 3-month span was recorded at only three of the other 24

locations sampled.

74. Records of mosquito emergence at each of the sampling 0

sites have been tabulated in Table 8. ,-st of the -osquito production

indicated in Table 8 occurred at tie. cnd oI the summer when more rainfall

was recorded than at the beginning of t he siurvy. The two locations

producing the most mosquitoes were at N-7 and Bear Island, a dredged 0

miaterial disposal site and a duck pond, rcspict ivelv. These results

tend to support the view that the artificial, man-made habitats are

r,.Pons ible for more mo squito product in than h1 1 l , natural al t7 a r.

v.ihen weekly. emergence trap r.'Cord -: ',,re revi wed, a pattern of nearly

constant emercnce oI small numbers of :2,,.;q iit oe s iln the rante of 10-20

pcr sq.are me ter of sampling area w s aIk te d for the' natural marsh sites.

In contrast, mosquito ,mergunco from the modified habitats (i.e., dredged

disposa Isites and duck ponds) occurr,d in the form of fewer but vetcv

Iarge broods. T-he production of these bioods was closely associated

with periods of hcav% rainfall. These results indicate that normal

tidal fluctuations have little influence on mosquito breeding in the

modified habitats. However, tidal a, tion is apparoltl, the dominant

tactor influencing mosquito production in natural saltmarshi habitats.

ote ther or not this factor would remain dominant during years with

iieavier rainfall is not known. Nevertheless, the tidal influence on

mosquito breeding clearly is a more important factor in natural marsh

locations than in modified habitats.

75. The dominant species- rt.'orded for the summer of 1977 was

. . " ",. .. . ' ": . was present as a second dominant

but was exceeded by %i. ". '; ... ; ." by a ratio of more than 6-1.
Askey (1977) has suggested that during some years, ,.'. , , appears

to be more prevalent than . : ." , ." in South Carolina and that

the relativ abundance of these two spc ies may fluctuate according to

some as vet unclarified cvcec. Resuilts from the present study are not

0 ww w W W W W W W W W V W 0 0
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sufficient to either confirm or refute this view. However, if such

a cycle does occur, the results of the 1977 survey indicate that A.

taeniorhynchus is possibly a more successful species than A. solZicitans

when abnormally dry conditions prevail. A seasonal cycle in the

relative abundance of these two species could also account for the

observed results. Evidence for such a cycle has been observed in

North Carolina disposal sites (Scotton, 1977). This study indicated

that the abundance of A. soZZ-cicitans eggs was much lower during the

mid-summer months than during the fall.

76. Closer analysis of the different types of dredged

material sites sampled for this study indicaitesthat additional factors

probably influenced the differences in abundance of the two dominant

aedine species. Disposal areas with a substrate less than one year

old had a more even distribution of these two species than sites with

older substrates (1-5 years old; cf. results from The Citadel and

S-15 sites with those from N-7). Possitle explanations for these

differences include (1) the presence or absence of vegetation; (2)

substrate salinity and (3) substrate acidity.

77. Vegetation: The N-7 site, where A. tl-eniorhynchus was

more prevalent, had a well-developed layer of herbaceous plant growth

(substrate stage late DM-5 or early DM-7). The S-15 and Citadel sites,

where A . was more prevalent, supported no vascular flora

(substrate stage DM-4). Therefore, A. so~ .it2~ may be better 0

adapted to non-vegetated dredged material substrates while A.

rzirhz~ch may have a dependence on some aspect(s) of vegetation.

Evidence that vegetation may have an important role in oviposition

site selection has been found in North Carolina. Scotton (1977)

reportd that significantly higher numbers of eggs were found in

association with the exposed surface roots of live Aster subulatus

than with any of the other habitats sampled. However, this association

was manifested for both A. -2ernorhynch4s and A. soZicitans and the

fall A. s itian peak was postulated as being influenced by the . '

flowering season of A. saieuue. Inflorescences were thought to

provide nectar which resulted in increased production of soZiitans. ".

eggs.
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78. Results of soil conductivity measurements of disposal

site substrates exhibiting different degrees of aging suggest an

obvious correlation between delining salinity and colonization by

aedine mosquitoes. These results indicate that A. soilicitans may 0

tolerate higher substrate salinities than A. taeniorhynchus. The

mechanism of this response is unclear, however, especially since

previous studies have yielded conflicting results. Petersen (1969)

has discussed earlier studies which suggest a direct correlation with 0

substrate salinity. However, results of Petersen's 1969 study conflict

with this view and suggest that salinity may be more important as a

repelling factor rather than as an attracting factor. A negative

response, such as this, nevertheless, could still account for the 0

observed differences in abundance observed in the survey results

reported here. Such a postulated inhibitor- role of salinity implies

that the two aedine species would have different thresholds of sen-

sitivity to substrate salts with A. .i : being less inhibited 0

by higher salinity levels than ..

79. Acidity: Increasing substrate age within dredged

material disposal sites was also correlated with a decline in the pH

of the substrate (an effect ipparontlv caused by the production of 0

sulfur acidity). Thus, colonization of sites by 4. ;.: :rr.: k:it and

, i.:*c may have been governed by a response to pH rather than -

salinity. Support for this view in previous laboratorv studies is

more convincing than for the salinit theory. McGaughey (1968) observed 0

that laboratory-reared " . exhibited a negative response

to sodium chloride salinity. However, unlike the Petersen (1969)

interpretation, sulfate salinity appeared to elicit a positive response

in . , ;:: . This result was interpreted as more likely being

a response to the production of sulfur acidity rather than a direct

response to sulfate ions. Further support for this argument was

provided by the fact that the repellent effect of sodium chloride could

be removed if sulfuric acid was also added to the oviposition substrate.

The acidity parameter also appears to explain the response of A.

s-, ;i i:;c to oviposition substrates. As McGaughey (1968) has . .

emphasized, A. c.7, /_ :*: breeding in inland habitats has been associated -. -

with the a:id tailings of mining operations. Thus substrate activity
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generated by sulfate reactions appears to provide a better expla-

nation which is consistent with the observed response of saltmarsh

Aedes spp. to potential oviposition substrates. Field data from the 0

present study are consistent with this interpretation. However,

further field investigations are needed to corroborate this theory of

oviposition site selection and elucidate possible interactions with

other substrate chemistry factors. Such studies would undoubtedly 0

yield a more precise definition of the oviposition niche of saltmarsh

mosquitoes.

Summary and Conclusions 0

80. Data about the chemical and physical composition of

dredged material disposal sites was presented. The possible relation-

ship between these factors and mosquito breeding habitats was discussed. 0

Mosquito breeding in South Carolina saitmarshes in 1977 was monitored

with emergence traps. The relative abundance of mosquitoes in natural

marsh habitats, dredged material disposal sites and duck ponds was

compared. Some possible areas for further research emphasis were S

suggested.

81. Results of the study provided the basis for the following " . -

conclusions:

82. Aeieo raeniorh ncuu was the dominant mosquito species S

breeding in South Carolina saltmarsh nabitats in 1977.

83. AedessoZica~s was the second dominant species.

84. The abundance of the two dominant species appeared to be

more nearly equal in disposal sites with substrates supporting little S

or no vegetation (newer disposal areas).

85. As dredged material aged, substrate conductivity declined
and substrate acidity increased. The increase in acidity appeared to

be followed by a period of decline in the oldest disposal sites sampled. 0

86. Substrate acidity appeared to be a better parameter than

conductivity for explaining the utilization of dredged material as a

breeding site by saltmarsh spp. However, an interaction between these

two parameters could also be an important determining factor and this 5

possibilit was not explored.
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87. Percent clay in the surface substrate layer of dredged

material appeared to be the most important factor influencing fissure

development and retention.
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V1. INVENTORY OF DIKED DREDGED MATERIAL

DISPOSAL SITES USED FOR MAINTENANCE Of

j THE AIWW IN SOUTH CAROLINA

88. During the course of this study a survey was made of -

all diked disposal sites used for the maintenance dredging of the

AIWW in South Carolina. Results of these ground and aerial inspections

follow. The major purpose of this survey was to assess the mosquito

producing capabilities of each site. Emphasis was placed on assessing

the extent of mosquito breeding occurring on each site, determining and

describing the exact locations within a site whiLh were producing

mosquitoes, identifying the species present and making an assessment of

whether or not breeding intensity was likely to change as the site aged.

A system was deviF~d for evaluating each site. Inspections were made to

0 determine if specific structural features and subbabitats frequently

associated with disposal sites were present or absent (see paragraphs

32-50 for a detailed description of these structural features and

subhabitats). A determination of the mosquito breeding capability of

each subhabitat present in a site was made by sampling with a one-pint

dipper and by observing whether or not the substrate condition (e.g.,

presence or absence of fissures) was conducive to mosquito production

(see paragraphs 63-71 for a detailed description of thL successional

stages associated with the aging and drying processes of disposed dredged

material). The results of inspections were tabulated and used to esti-

mate the overall mosquito breeding potential of each site. The breeding

potential was described with a scale of 0-5 with the highest value being

S indicative of the most intense mosquito breeding possible.

89. A descriptive summary of each level of intensity follows:

(0) no mosquito production; (1) capable of occasional, low density

mosquito breeding comparable to or less than the breeding intensity found

40 in natural, low 2r;Kr:,saltmarsh (rarely or never a

source of nuisance level, adult mosquito populations); (2) capable of

producing occasional mosquito broods which exceed nuisance level; (3)

capable of producing mosquito broods which exceed nuisance levels at.- j
P frequent but indefinite intervals (broods usually correlated with
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rainfall only); (4) capable of producing mosquito broods which exceed

nuisance levels at frequent definite intervals (mosquito broods correlated

with both rainfall and spring tides); (5) capable of constant, sustained

mosquito breeding (populations in excess of nuisance levels constantly

emerging). The extremes of the scale (0 and 5) are essentially hypo-

thetical situations which never or very rarely occur. Except for a few

areas such as those with a pure sand substrate, no area can be described

as completely incapable of producing mosquitoes. Constant, heavy

mosquito production i,- equally unlikely because such a situation obviously

would require permanently flooded breeding sites--a situation which

would also be conducive for the production of small fish and other preda-

tors which would limit the size of mosquito populations. Therefore, all

disposal sites described in this study have a mosquito breeding potential

which is greater than zero and less then five.

90. The disposal site evaluations described in the remainder of

this report are grouped according to tiL- counties the sites are located

in with a brief introductory comment about general conditions occurring

in each county. Aerial viewLs of most of the major sites surveyed have

been provided. These plates represent enlargements made from negatives

photographed at a scale of 1:20,000. Since the size of disposal are.as

in the Charleston District varies from le:" than ten to well over 100

acres, it was necessar. to vary the scale of the enlargements to produce

reproductions that illustrated each site with adequate detail. Most of

the plates represent enlargements to , cale within the range of 1:2,500

to 1:8,000. Acreage estimates were made directly from the original

1:20,000 negatives using a compensating polar planimeter.

91. Designations for each site evaluated have been listed

according to the system used by the Charleston CE District and also

according to a separate system used during this study. The CE system

involves the use of station numbers as they appear on the official aerial

maps of the AIWW in the Charleston District. The system used in this

study involves a prefix (H or G) for the Horrv and Georgetown County

sites, followed by a number. Numbers for sites in Horry County have

been ascribed in ascending order when proceeding from north to south

on the AIWU. Numbers for ;ites in Georgctown County have been ascribed
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in ascending order from south to north on the AIWW. Thus, G-7 is

north of G-6 but H-7 is south of H-6. The remaining sites are

designated with a prefix N or S depending upon whether they are 0

north or south of Charleston Harbor. This system of notation is the

same as that used by personnel of the Charleston County Mosquito

Abatement Program. In the inventory of sites, which follows, the

CE designation is given first and is followed by the notation used

during this study in parentheses.

i S
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Section 1: Horry County

92. Dredged material disposal sites in Horry County are •

limited to a section of the AIWB4 north of statute mile 345 (the extreme

north end of the county). Two of the sites (H-i and H-2) are located

north of the north boundary of the Charleston District. A portion of

H-I is located in North Carolina. All of the sites are located in the

vicinity of the town of Little River or in the vicinity of the confluence

of Calabash Creek and Little River. Some of the sites were well-drained

and represent only minor mosquito brecding sources. One site, H-4,

possesses what was believed to be all the best design characteristics

which minimize mosquito breeding. Thus, it could serve as a model for

future construction and modification of disDosal areas.
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SITE DESIGNATION: STA. #59 L-W (H-1); STA. #92 L-W (H-2)

Summary

093. Only a summary is provided here for these two sites

because they are located beyond the north boundary of the Charleston

District. The brief description which follows is provided because both

sites are significant sources of mosquito production. H-2 was primarily

sandy on the north end. However, a long borrow swale extended northward

and westward from the south corner (Plate I:A). The substrate was in the

late DM-4 stage and represented an excellent breeding habitat for Aejes

iorhynch~s and A. soi ic;rtans. One inspection of this site revealed

the presence of large numbers of cast pupal skins of these two major

saltmarsh species. Thus, this site was clearly an active mosquito

producer. The estimated breeding potential was 3.

94. The H-I site (not pictured) was at least two or three 0

times larger than H-2. Substrate conditiuns at H-i represented the

early DM-4 stage. More than 50 percent of the surface was either

fissured or possessed a substrate which was likely to become fissured

before the 1978 mosquito breeding season. The estimated breeding 0

potential was 3-4. Conditions conducive to heavy mosquito breeding are

likely to prevail at these two sites for at least several years.

S• 0
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SITE DESIGNATION: STA. #110 L-W (H-3)

Physical Features

95. Estimated acreage: 9.4.

96. Substrate evaluation: The soil within the site contained

a high amount of sand. No soil fissures were observed at this site. The

south corner (Plate 1:B) exhibited a higjher rganic content than that of

the soil in the central portion of the site. the substrate in the west

corner appeared to contain less sand and more silt t.an soil in the

central area.

97. Drainage characteristics: More than half of the surface 0

area exhibited excellent drainage that resulted froT the high sand content

of the soil. )nly a few shallow depress ions !r ,*ervd in the central

portion of the site. These depressions are probably never flooded. The

lowest elevation occurred at the south corner (P ,ate 1:5). This area is 0

a pcr7mianentlv flooded freshwater marsh. Anotiher o, area occ arred at the

west corner (Plate I:C). This area is probably intermittently flooded

by neavv rainfall. The site is not flushed by tides.

0

Biological Features

98. Vegetation: The highest ulevation (central portion) of

the site supported a wide variety of foros, composites such

as ..: spp. and spp. The i reshwatcr marsh is dominated by 0

spp. and .-.. spp. Although small, this marsh appeared to be

an excellent waterfowl habitat because of the food source available from

fruiting bodies of the rushes. A low area in tiLe we.st corner (Plate I:C)

* supported a pure stand of .:;: .. ' .. ",. The remainder of the site

* supported a mixed stand of shrubs, pines and a fe-w hardwoods. Some

of this vegetation is dead but it was still -tanding at the time of the

site inspection. This kill undoubtedIV resuilted from the accretion of

* dredged material around the vegetation. The effects of this kill may

nlave had some pos it ive sidC benefits to w ildlife since white ibis
* ut iizse the dead vege tat ion as a ro',tiu sit, and possibly a, a nesting .-..

i sto.Iva-,a ne tn
site.
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99. Mosquito breeding: The freshwater marsh represented an

ideal situation for a variety of permanent water mosquitoes. However,

the habitat supported a well-developed complex of mosquito predators.

Therefore, the potential for producing nuisance level adult mosquito S

populations appeared minimal. The low area supporting ?P '7z", :cs

'or io appeared to be suitable for production of saltmarsh floodwater

species. However, dry conditions during 1977 made evaluation of this

area difficult. A small area along the outside of the dike (Plate I:D) 5

also appeared suitable for low-level saltmarsh mosquito production.

100. Mosquito s~ecies composition: s-'; :::. spp., fr." spp.,

so and,•

101. osguito breeding potential: 1-2.

102. Site prognosis: No change in mosquito production is likely

to occur unless the site is altered by further dredging.

6 7
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SITE DESIGNATION: STA. #177 L-W (H-4); STA, #200 L-W (H-5);

STA. #210 L-W (H-6)

103. These three sites are situated in close proximity of

each other. Because they exhibit similar features, they are described "

here in a single summary. All three sites are pictured in Plate 2.'.-

0

Physical Features

104. Estimated acreage: H-4, 9.1; H-5, 9.6; H-6, 22.7.

105. Substrate evaluation: Disposed dredged material consisted S

primaril, of sand in all three sites. H-5 contained the heaviest deposit

of dredged material. Sites H-4 and H-6 contained only a small deposit

(Plate 2:A and B).

106. Drainage characteristics: The sandy deposits of dredged S

material were well-drained on all three sites. The undisturbed marsh

substrate of H- ' and H-6 was also well-drained because weep holes have

been provided in the dikes of each of these sites (Plate 2:C and D).

Three hummock areas, resulting from disposal operations conducted before S

thLe dike was built, were present in H-6. The two hummock ridges at the

extreme east and west ends partially interrupted the drainage pattern of

the site. This resulted in two areas where drainage is reduced, but not

entirely stopped (Plate 2:E and F). The hummock did not affect drainage S

on H-4 because of the close proximity of the weep hole. Both 11-4 and

H-6 also exhibited excellent drainage features outside the dike because

the marsh in this area was drained by several tidal creeks. Both sites

are internally flushed by daily tides. H-5 is not flushed by tides. S

The construction of the H-5 dike has resulted in tidal blockage of marsh

outside the dike at the southwest end (Plate 2:).

Biological Features 6

107. Vj e tation: The high ground of the hummock sites supported " .

a mixture of shrubs and stunted trees, inc lud ing . 7.. .. *

''" , red cedar and black cherry. Dispo'ed material deposited -

since dike construction supported a sparselv distributed .t nd of forbs

68
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and a few shrubs. The marshy portions of H-4 and H-6 supported Juncus

roemerianus and Spartina aZterniflora.

108. Mosquito breeding: None of the three sites surveyed

exhibited any significant sources of mosquito production. Good con-

ditions for low level saltmarsh mosquito production were observed at -

points E, F and G shown in Plate 2. " - .

109. Mosquito species composition: A. .0- :ans, A.

_Z'i u7rh M 6i and .. :7 1>? 's pr.'c

110. Mosquito breeding potential: H-4 = 0-1" H-5 = 1;

H-6 = 1-2.

111. Site prognosis: No increase or reduction in mosquito

activity is likely at any of the sites unless they are altered by further

dredging. There is a slight possibility that tidal drainage at H-4 and

H-6 could be interrupted by natural siltation processes or dike erosion

in the vicinity of the weep holes. Such an occurrance probably would

increase the breeding activity within these two sites. However, alter-

ation of drainage in these sites by new dredging activities is probably

more likely to occur before natural processes result in such changes. - "
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SITE DESIGNATION: STA, vic, #248 L-W (H-7); STA. vic, #280

L-W (H-8); STA, vic, #300 L-W (H-9)

112. These sites are not listed on the updated (in 1975)

version of the 1963 Charleston District AIWW CE survey map. A summary

is provided however, because all three sites exhibit mosquito producing

potential. S

113. The H-7 site was located between Sta. #250 and statute

mile 345, almost directly opposite Brainard Landing (see Plate 3). A

comparison of the 1963 AIWW map photograph with Plate 3 indicated that

the marsh behind H-7 (Plate 3:A) may have been impounded and flooded

sometime between 1963 and 1977 when the Plate 3 photograph was produced.

The highest elevation of H-7 was represented by sandy disposal material

(Plate 3:B). The internal portions of H-7 were not flushed by tides.

Tidal access to a section of marsh between H-7 and the flooded area

(Plate 3:C) has been cut off. This area produced saltmarsh mosquitoes.

The estimated breeding potential is 2-3.

114. Site H-8 was located between statute mile 345 and Sta.

#300. H-9 was directlv opposite Sta. #300. Both sites were enclosed

by make-shift dikes on three sides. The high ground of the upland

formed a barrier along the remaining (south) side of each site (see Plate

4). Habitats conducive to mosquito production in H-8 are indicated in

Plate 4:A. The estimated mosquito breeding potential was 2-3. Habitats .

conducive to mosquito production in H-9 are indicated in Plate 4:B. This

area contained a shallow, silty deposit of dredged material in the DM-4

stage. Tidal creeks entered the west side of H-8 and the east side of

H-9 (Plate 4:C). A considerable portion of the west perimeter of both S

sites was located above tIHW (Plate 4:A and B). Therefore, monthly spring

tides were an important factor influencing mosquito breeding in both of

these sites. The estimated breeding potential for both sites is 3-4.
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Section 2: Georgetown County

115. All dredged material disposal sites used for the main-

tenance of the AIWW in Georgetown County are located south of the

Waccamaw River. That portion of the AIWW which runs north of Winyah

Bay to the vicinity of Little River in Horry County exhibits little

or no shoaling problems. This results from a geographical peculiarity

which occurs in this portion of South Carolina. The coastline from

North Island to the North Carolina state line fronts directly on the

Atlantic Ocean. There are no barrier islands and few saltmarshes along

this portion of the South Carolina coast. Thus, the AIWW runs through
high, stable land where sedimentation and shoaling are not significant 0

problems.

i ]
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SITE D)ESIGNATION: STA.n #1025N W-C (G-1)

Physical Features

116. Estimated acreage: 90.1.

117. Substrate evaluation: Approximately 90 percent of the

surface of this site was covered by a substrate with a high silt content.

p. The discharge area, located at the southeast corner, was sandy. This

discharge area (Plate 5:A) represented the highest elevation within the

site and apparently resulted from accretion from disposal operations

conducted since the dike was constructed. Another area of high ground,

r which appeared to be the result of a disposal operation which was

conducted before dikes were built, was situated near the center of the

site (Plate 5:B). The substrate condition was variable ranging between

late DM-4 to DM-6.

118. Drainage characteristics: The central portion of the

site was fairly well-drained, although a number of depression and

hummock areas occur in this portion of the site. The borrow area swale

extended around the entire inside perimeter of the site except for a small

section in the vicinity of the discharge area. Portions of the borrow

area swale remained flooded at all times. Poorest drainage was associ-

ated with the dike swale, especially that portion along the west perimeter

of the site. The site was not flushed by tides.

Biological Features

119. Vegetation: The highest area near the center of the site

(Plate 5:B) supported some tall woodv growth. Otherwise, vegetation was

sparsely distributed, consisting of a few grasses and forbs. At least

half of the surface did not support vegetation.

120. Mosquito breeding: The dike swale was a major source of

mosquito production because it is subjected to regular flooding by

rainfall. The borrow area swale retained a sufficient amount of water

to maintain aquatic predators that reduce mosquito populations. Depressions

in the central portion of the site were subject to flooding by rainfall.

Thus, they -'ere capable of floodwater mosquito production. However, these
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0 depressions were not as extensive as the breeding sites in the dike

swale portion of the site.

121. Mosquito species composition: .,es soi~icitans and

A. rtaeniorhyn22hls.

122. Mosquito breeding potential: 3.

123. Site prognosis: No major shift in mosquito breeding

activity is likely if the site is not subjected to further dredging

operations. A slight increase could occur if the borrow area swale is

invaded by emergent aquatic vegetation. Such a deve-lopment would provide

a suitable breeding situ-ition for

0

0
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SITE DESIGNATION: STA. #1152N W-C (G-2)

Summary

124. This site was not listed on the 1975 Charleston District

survey map. It appeared that the site may have been constructed since

the map was last updated. The site is located between station 1175

and 1136. It possessed an entirely sandy substrate and it supported no

vegetation. Therefore, is exhibited no potential for mosquito produc-

tion. Two pools of water, one on the east and one on the west end, were

located in the site. These areas were being utilized by gulls, terns

and a few wading birds at the time the site was inspected. Bird

utilization has resulted in an accumulation of bird droppings in these

areas. This deposit may provide sufficient nutrients for invasion of

the site by submergent and/or emergent aquatic vegetation. Such a

modification could result in conditions suitable for mosquito breeding.
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SITE DESIGNATION: STA. #1190N W-C (G-3): STA. #1229N W-C (G-4)

Physical Features

125. Estimated acreage: G-3, 70.6; G-4, 19.8.

126. Substrate evaluation: Most of the G-3 substrate consisted

of a silt-clay mixture except for a few isolated sandy locations on the - -.

south end of the site. The south end represented the highest elevation

of the site (Plate 6:A). Substrate characteristics cf G-4 were similar

to those of G-3. The lowest portion of G-4 was located at the east corner

(Plate 6:B). The substrate condition was represented by late DM-4 or

early DM-6 stages. The DM-5 stage was represented to a limited extent

in areas where dredged material has filled around previously existing

vegetation.

127. Drainage characteristics: Both sites were poorly drained.

A small portion of the borrow area swale near the low end of each site

remained flooded. More than half of the borrow area swale in each site

was prone to frequent drying and reflooding cycles caused by rainfall.

Similar conditions prevailed in the dike swales of each site. Both sites

also possessed a number of depression and hummock sites which are capable *
of producing mosquitoes.

Biological Features

128. Vegetation: More than half of the surface of G-3 was

bare. Most of the existing vegetation resulted from upland shrub and

tree growth that developed on piles of dredged material left by operations

on the site before it was diked. The G-4 site exhibited similar vegeta-

tional characteristics except that proportionately more of the surface

was vegetated. The vegetation on G-4 was primarliy composed of woody

shrubs.

129. Mosquito breeding: The dike swale, borrow area swale and

depression sites all supported heavy, frequent mosquito breeding.

130. Mosquito species composition: .... ,' K 3r,3, .
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131. Mosquito breeding potential: G-3 3-4: G-4 = 3-4.

132. Site prognosis; The current level of mosquito production

should continue for several years. The dominant species may shift from

S.a ' o ., if aging processes continue.

:;;-s i.;."will probably begin breeding on the site if emergent

aquatic vegetation develops in the borrow area swales. Further deposition

of dredged material on either >it,. ,, ii t rr-,t mosquito breeding

for six months to a year when conditions: similar to present conditions

could again be expected to develop.
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SITE DESIGNATION: STA. #1370N W-C (G-5); STA. #1421N W-C (G-6);

STA. #1450N W-C (G-7)

Physical Features

133. Estimated acreage: G-5, 66.5; G-6, 21.5; G-7, 24.2.

134. Substrate evaluation: All three of these sites contained

a substrate which has a high silt content. A discharge area was located

at the north end of G-5 (Plate 7:A). This northeast corner was separated

by a secondary dike from the remaining portion of the site (Plate 7:B).

Most of the site exhibited an even contour. The lowest area was

represented by a borrow area swale which runs along the entire length

of the west side (Plate 7:C). The substrate condition was in the early

DM-7 stage except for the borrow area swale which exhibited late DM-4

conditions.

135. The G-7 site was the last of these three sites to receive

a deposit of fresh dredged material. As described in a previous section

of this report, the substrate weathered very rapidly to the DM-6 stage.

Both C-5 and G-6 appeared to contain soil which was similar to that found

in G-7. Thus, substrate weathering patterns following disposal opera-

tions were probably similar in all three sites. The G-7 site was rediked

* during early 1977. This has left a series of deep borrow pits around the

perimeter of this site (see Plate 8). These borrow pits represent the

lowest elevation within the site. No discharge site was apparent in

this site.

136. The G-6 site exhibited characteristics found in both G-5

and G-7. The central portion exhibited substrate stage DM-6. This

area has been modified mechanically by plowing. This resulted from a .

deliberate attempt to cultivate corn on the site-perhaps to attract

*ducks and other game birds. It was impossible to determine if the

substrate would have weatiered as rapidly to the DM-6 stage if the area

had not been plowed. The lowest portion of G-6 occurred in the borrow

* area swale along the west side. The substrate in this area was in the

' DM-4 stage. The highest elevation occurred rmcr the southeast corner

(Plate 8:A) and apparently resulted from the production of high land

82
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by dredging operations conducted before the area was diked. Substrate

in this area was in the DM-8 stage.

137. Drainage characteristics: The central portions of all ,

three sites were well-drained. Poorest drainage was associated with

the borrow area swale along the west perimeter of G-5 and G-6 where

water levels fluctuated 3ccording to weather cycles. These borrow areas

may dry out completely during extremely dry weather because rainfall is S

the only source of flooding-no tidal flushing occurred in either G-5

or G-6. The deep borrow pits of G-7 maintained water to a depth of

several feet in places and appeared to be influenced by the high water

table as well as by weather conditions. During the extremely dry S

weather period of 1977, these areas remained flooded. Drainage in G-7

was not influenced by tides.

Biological Features 1

138. Vegetation: The G-7 site was almost entirely bare except

for a few stands of polkweed. The G-6 site exhibited better developed

layer of primarily herbaceous vegetation. The most common plant in the S

central portions of the site was polkweed. Near the perimeter of the

east dike, grasses, forbs and woody shrubs formed a dense substrate

cover. The high area 'Plate 8:A) had a similar vegetational structure,

but with the addition of hackberry trees (to 10 meters). Semiaquatic

vegetation appeared to be gradually encroaching along the borrow area

swale on the west side of both G-6 and G-5. Thus, a shift from DM-4

to DM-5 substrate conditions appeared to be in progress. The remainder

of the G-5 site supported a mixture of grasses and forbs. 0

139. Mosquito breeding: G-7 was one of the sites monitored

for the emergence trap survey (See Table 8 for results; see Plate 8:B

for trap location). Mosquito breeding in G-7 was less extensive than

that occurring n G-5 and G-6 probably because of the permanent nature S

of the water in G-7. The borrow area swales of G-5 and G-6 were the

major foci of breeding in those sites. In addition, G-6 exhibited

heavy breeding in a sump area near the northwest corner (Plate 8:C).

140. Mosquito species composition: .4ez's oicitans, _

84
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S

A. taeniorhynchus and Anopheles bvadleyi.

141. Mosquito breeding potential: G-5 = 3; G-6 = 3; G-7 = 2.

142. Site prognosis: Mosquito activity in G-7 may increase 0

slightly if or when vegetation develops in the site. Deposition of

dredged material in the area will probably result in the production of

borrow area swales conducive to more extensive breeding than now

occurs. Conditions in G-6 and G-5 are not likely to change for at 0

least several years if the sites are not altered by further dredging

operations.
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SITE DESIGNATION: STA, #1505N W-C (G-8); STA. #1511N W-C (G-9)

Physical Features

143. Estimated acreage: G-8, 22.7; G-9, 44.0.

144. Substrate evaluation: G-8 was recently diked but no

evidence that dredged material deposition was observed. Deep borrow

areas were located around most of the perimeter of the site. G-9

appeared to be a much older site and has been utilizeO for dredged

material disposal many times. The highest elevation located in the site

is indicated in Plate 9:A. Lowest areas were represented by borrow

area swales (Plate 9:B and C). The substrate condition was in the late

DM-5 or early DM-7 stage.

145. Drainage characteristics: G-8 was well-drained in the

central portions. Perimeter borrow pits were permanently flooded. The

site was not flushed by tides. G-9 was poorly drained throughout most

of its extent. Portions of the borrow area swale and dike swale (Plate

9:B and C) were irregularly flooded by rain. No evidence of tidal

flushing could be found in the site.

Biological Features

146. Vegetation: The central portions of G-8 supported a mixture

of grasses. This area has previously een used as a pasture for grazing

domestic cattle. G-9 supported a variety of woody shrubs which dominated

the dike swale. !: ,i>; rc3 ;::"<za.°, was most common. A mixture of - "

primarily freshwater vegatation occurred in the borrow area swale.

Cattails, sedges and rushes were most common. Giant cord grass

• ....... r J >tc :;.c; also occurred in this area. The south perimeter - -

and southwest corner supported a stand of pines and a few hardwoods.

Many of these trees apparantly were killed by dredged material deposited

on the site, but remained standing.

147. Mosquito breeding: Low level mosquito breeding was

associated with borrow pit areas in G-8. Borrow area swales and dike

swales were major foci for mosquito breeding on G-9.
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148. Mosquito species compnsition: G-8, "A',3x spp. and

Sspp. G-9, Ai. .~and jr.

149. Mosquito breeding potential: G-8 =1-2; G-9 =3.

150. Site prognosis: G-8 conditions are likely to show a slight

tendency toward more favorable conditions for mosquito production as

semi-aquatic vegetation invades the edges of borrow pits. Disposal

of dredged material on this site would probably establish a borrow

area swale producing a significant incrtuase in mosquito activity. G-9

breeding conditio)ns arc likciN to prevail for at least several years

if the site is not further altered by dredging.

* 89
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SITE DESIGNATION: WACCAMAW NECK (G-1O)

Summary

151. This site was not shown on the Charleston District

survey map. The site is located at the mouth of the Waccamaw River

and it was unclear from inspections whether it used for AIWW or 0

Winyah Bay maintenance,, The substrate represented a DM-4 or DM-8

stage. Most of the site had a fissured soil habitat. More than half

of the substrate supported Phraites 2o'yuirs. Mosquito production at

this site was monitored with an emergence trap (see Table 8). Emergence 0

at this site during 1977 appeared light and lack of rain was undoubtedly

a factor influencing this result. But the homogenous nature of the

substrate in this site suggested that the emergence trap results were

representative of the mosquito production of the entire surface of the 0

site. Therefore, even apparant light breeding was significant in this

case when multiplied by the total area of the site. This reasoning

provided a basis for estimating the mosquito breeding potential of

the site at 3. The nuisance produced by this site is magnified by its S

geographical position which is immediately adjacent to the major

population center of the city of Georgetown.

09
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Section 3: Charleston County

152. The majority of diked dredged material disposal sites

which occur in South Carolina are found along the AIWW in Charleston

County. More than half of these (28) occur north of Charleston Harbor

and many are characterized by excellent mosquito producing conditions.

Some of the sites in the vicinity of McClellanville, South Carolina

were among the heaviest mosquito producers encountered during this

survey. Fewer sites (13) are found along the AIWW south of Charleston.

This apparently results because the course of the AIWW south of Charleston
Harbor follows the main channel of several major river systems, the

Stono, Wadmalaw and Dawho Rivers, where the effects of currents reduce

shoaling problems. This effect is emphasized by the fact that the

major disposal sites (S-7, S-8, S-9, S-10, S-11 and S-12) to the south
* 0of Charleston all occur along a man-made cut (Watts Cut) which connects

the AIWW between the Dawho and South Edisto Rivers.

* 0
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SITE DESIGNATION: STA. #774N W-C (N-i)

Physical Features •

153. Estimated acreage: Not available.

154. Substrate evaluation: This site was rediked in 1977

resulting in deep borrow pits which surround the site. A major 0

feature of the substrate was a number of deep ruts resulting from the

movement of heavy equipment on the site during the rediking operation.

155. Drainage characteris'iics: The deep borrow areas usually

remain flooded although they are subject to fluctuation according to 0

weather cycles. The ruts which cover many portions of the surface are

subjected to irregular flooding. The site was not flushed by tides.

Biological Features 0

156. Vegetation: The borrow area was completely bare and

supported no vegetation. The center of the site supported a stand of

pines which has become established on an old disposal area created before

the site was dliked (hummock area).

157. Mosquito breeding: The majot source of mosquitoes from

this site was the depressions which resulted from heavy equipment. "

138. Mosquito breeding potential: 2-3.

159. Mosquito species composiLion: 7 o,- .. trY'., A.

, ':A, and jiG." spp.

160. Site prognosis: Depression sites should continue to breed

unless the site is altered. Borrow pits probably will begin producing S

mosquitoes as vegetation develops around the edges of these sites. If

the site is filled, the development of borrow area swales should contri-

bute to incr.eased mosquito production.
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SITE DESIGNATION: STA. #716N W-C (N-1A); STA. #697N W-C (N-1B)

Physical Features

161. Estimated acreaFe: N-lA, not available; N-IB, 26.2.

162. Substrate evaluation: N-IA and N-lB exhibited identical

conditions. Both sites were constructed during 1977 by diking previously

undiked disposal areas (see Plate J0 for a comparison of conditions

before and after diking). The substrate of each site consisted of high

ground in the center. Tht lowest areas were the borrow pits (Plate 1O:A)

along the inside perimeter of cacti site. A number of depressions have

also been created within the site by movement of heavy equipment.

1b3. Drainage characteristics: The borrow pits of each site

usually remained flooded, but the wate.r depth was subject to fluctuation.

Depressions resulting from ruts left by heavy equipment were irregularly

flooded. Neither site was influenced by normal tidal action.

Biological Features

164. Vegetation: Both sites support a well-developed pine

forest (hummocks) to ten meters or more-. The perimeter areas were

stripped of vegetation by the diking operation.

165. Mosquito production: Low-level mosquito production by

permanent water species was found in t,c borrow pits. Slightly more

intense breeding by floodwater species occurred in shallow depression

sites.

* 166. Mosquito species composition: .x spp., .4ew
P' ff/f, uP and A :2:o',,_c '

167. Mosquito .breeding potential: N-lA = 2; N-lB = 2.

168. Site prognosis: Depression sites should continue to

breed unless thL site is altered. Borrow pit breeding probably will

intensify as aquatic vegetation develops in and around these sites. If

the sites are filled, the development of borrow area swales should

intensify floodwater mosquito breeding.
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SITE DESIGNATION: STA. #598N W-C (N-2)

Physical Features

169. Estimated acreage: 73.8.

170. Substrate evaluation: The lowest area was found to be

associated with the borrow pit at the north corner (Plate 1I:A).

Another low portion occurred in a borrow swale along the southeast

face (Plate ll:B). The substrate along the southeast face was in the

late DM-5 or early DM-7 stage.

171. Drainage characteristics: The borrow area slong the
entire northwest and southeast perimeter of the site was found to be

irregularly flooded by rainfall. The site was not flushed by normal

tidal action.

* . . oBiological Features

172. Vegetation: The borrow area along the northwest side

of the site was generally free of emergent and aquatic vegetation. The

borrow area swale along the southeast side supported several species of

composites, sedge rushes and cattails. The central portion of the site

supported a pine forest (hummock area) with trees to ten meters.

173. Mosquito breeding: The borrow area swale slong the south-

east perimeter was a major source of m, squito production.

174. Mosquito species composition: " " ,CC.taflS, A.

K: )r:'z;,2A8 and ", pp.

175. Site prognosis: No change in mosquito breeding activity

is likely unless the site is altered. Further augmentation of the dredged

material deposit may briefly interrupt breeding but a return to present

conditions would probably occur in less than a year after a new disposal

operation.
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SITE DESIGNATION: STA. #507N W-C (N-4); STA. #508N W-C (N-'4A)

Physical Features

177. Estimated acreage: N-4, no estimate; N-4A, 20.4.

178. Substrate evaluation: Both sites were sandy throughout.

1.79. Drainage characteristics: Neither site was affected by

normal tidal action. Both were well-drained.

Biological Features

180. Mosquito breeding potential: N-4 = 0-1; N-4A = 0-1.

181. Site prognosis: N-4 appeared to he unsuitable for further

filling unless dikes are raised, and no change in the mosquito breeding

potential of this site is likely. No change is likely in N-4A unless

the site is altered by further dredging activities.
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SITE DESIGNATION: STA. #460N W-C (N-5)

Physical Features 0

182. Estimated acreage: 52.1.

183. Substrate evaluation: The site was recently rediked.

Thus, the lowest elevation occurring in the site was associated with the 0

borrow pit. The borrow area extended around most of the inside perimeter

of the site. Two areas of high ground representing discharge points

interrupted the borrow area (Plate 12A and B). The discharge areas

were sandy. The surface of the site also retained numerous depressions

created by movement of heavy equipment. That portion of the substrate

which was not disturbed by the rediking operation was in the late DM-5

or early DM-6 stage.

184. Drainage characteristics: The borrow area usually

remained flooded, but the water level was subject to fluctuations.

Depression sites were irregularly flooded. Normal tidal action was

not influencing flooding in the site.

S

Biological Features

185. Vegetation: The site was almost completely devoid of

vegetation. 0

186. Mosquito breeding: Mosquito breeding was associated with

the borrow area, especially on the north side. However, the major

source of mosquito production was the depression sites.

187. Mosquito species composition: ...>s s -cio*ttns and A. 0

188. Mosquito breeding potential: 2-3.

189. Site prognosis: Some increase in borrow area breeding is

likely to accompany development of aquatic vegetation. Deposition of S

dredged material would result in a borrow area swale which would increase

the mosquito breeding capabilities of the site.

S
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SITE DESIGNATION: STA,#402N W-16 (N-6); STA. #340N W-C (N-7):

STA.#308N W-C (N-8); STA. #204N W-C (N-9)
a0

Physical Features

190. Estimated acreage: N-6, 48.1; N-7, 86.5; N-8, 34.7;
N-9. not available.

191. Substrate evaluation: The lowest portion of N-6 was

associated with borrow area swales along the southeast side and north-

east corner (Plate 13:A ind B). Highest elevations were in the center and

at the extreme ends of the site (Plate 13: C, D and E). The substrate 0

in the low areas of the site was in the late DM-5 or early DM-7 stage.

N-7 was rediked in 1977. This resulted in many shallow depressions,

especially at the southwest end (Plate 14: A). The substrate was in the

late DM-5 or early DM-7 stage except in borrow pits where the rediking 0

operation destroyed prevailing vegetation. N-8 has been rediked and

also enlarged (Plate 15; irregular broken line surrounds addition).

The lowest areas were represented by borrow pits resulting from rediking

which surrounded the inside perimeter of the site. The substrate was

in the late DM-5 or early DM-7 stage. The highest area occurred on the
southwest end (Plate 15: A). The lowest portion of N-9 occurred in the - i

borrow area along the southeast side and northwest side. The substrate

was in the late DM-5 or early DM-7 stage. "

192. Drainage characteristics: The N-6 borrow area swale has

been subjected to frequent drying and reflooding cycles. The site was

not influenced by normal tidal action, however. Most of the site was

low and poorly drained. N-7 drainage was influenced by tidal flow

on the southeast and -outhwt-st sides. However, borrow area and dike

swales along the northwest side of the site (Plate 14: B) were not

influenced by this tidal action. They were irregularly flooded by

rainfall. Depression sites (Plate 14: A) were also irregularly flooded S

by rainfall. N-8 was well-drained on the north end because a weep hole

was constructed at the northwest corner (Plate 15: B). A series of

shallow depressions were associated with the dike swale on the south

half of this site. These depressions are irregularly flooded by rainfall. 0

The borrow area of N-9 was flushed by tids on the southea,t and

S , . -.. .. 1 0 0
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southwest sides. The dike swale of most of this site was irregularly

flooded by rainfall.

Biological Features

193. Vegetation: The vegetation pattern of all four sites

was approximately the same. The lowest, wettest areas supported a

mixture of rushes and .',' :'c , ,.'. Slightly higher elevations

supported a mixture of forbs dominatcd by composites. The higher central

portions of each site supported more woody shrub growth with Taccharis
;: " " f " ;predominating.

194. Mosquito breeding: Major mosquito breeding areas on N-6

were associated with borrow area swales on the southeast side (Plate

13: A and B). At the time the site was inspected, outfall pipes in the

vicinity of these depressions were slightly too high to permit tidal •

f lushing. A minor adjustment of the weirs would permit flushing and

,llow predatory mosquito fish to gain access to these breeding areas.

The dike swale and depression sites (Plate 14: A and B) were major sources

of mosquito production on N-7. Drainage through the weep hole on the 0

north ,nd of N-8 has significantly reduced mosquito breeding in this

portion of the site. Depressions associatcd with the dike swale produced

large mosquito broods .n the south half of N-8. Tidal flushing through

outfall pipes on the southeast side of N-9 (Plate 16: A and B) were 0

effective in reducing mosquito product .on in the borrow area swale.

However, the effects of tidal flushing did not reach the dike swale areas

where breeding continued to be heavy.

194. Mosquito species composition: 4;,i,22cs, A. 0

and ,', .

195. Mosquito breeding potential: N-6 3-4; N-7 = 3-4; N-8 = 3;

N-9 3.

197. Site prognosis: No change is likely to occur in the mosquito S

breeding capabilities of these four sites unless modifications specifically

designed to control mosquitoes are implemented.
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SITE DESIGNATION: STA, #78N W-C (N-1O)

& Physical Features 0

198. Estimated acreage: Not available.

199. Substrate evaluation: The highest portion of the site

occurred on the northwest side. The substrate was in the late DM-7 •

r uarlv DM-8 stage on the northwest hi f of the site. DM-6 conditions

prevailed on the opposite side of the site.

200, Drainage characteristics: Drainage was excellent because

a continuouslv declining elevation gradient promoted drainage from the •

highest el evation into the marsh on the undiked southeast side of the

0 t t.

Bio lo cal Features •

%(l1. Vjtation: The site was dominated bv a mature stand of

202. Mosquito breedin,: Little or no mosquito breeding 0

occurrcd on the site.

203. Mosquito breeding potential: 0-1.

204. Site prognos is: The site should remain unchanged with

respect to mosquito production if the undikcd portion of the site is not 0

enclosed Dv dikes.

o

* U w- 0
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SITE DESIGNATION: STA, #ON W-C (N-11)

Physical Features

205. Estimated acreage: 59.5 acres.

206. Substrate evaluation: The substrate was primarily silt

throughout except for a small snad flat at the northeast corner. Most

of the substrate has aged beyond the fissured soil stages except in

the vicinity of several depressions (described below) Fissures

associated with the depressions are deep (up to 2 feet) and represent

substrate condition DM-5.

207. Drainage characteristics: The highest elevation within the

site occurred at the north end and appar-ntlv resulted from accretion of

dredged material which was discharged during past disposal operations.

Although no discharge hole was located at this end during inspections,

the presence of a sandy substrate appeared to verify the observation.

The lowest elevation was located at the opposite end of the site near

the southeast corner. However, the site did not possess a continuous

elevation gradient from highest to lowest points because a secondary 41

dike perpendicular to the long axis of the site between the southwest

and northeast ends interrupts the gradient (Plate 17: A). Depressions

located along the base of the secondary dike (Plate 17: B and C) were

a major drainage feature that acted as reservoirs for surface runoff. S

These depressions are intermittently f ooded. The frequency and extent

of flooding was wholely dependent on weather conditions. Flooding also

occurred in borrow area depressions near the dike at the north and

southwest corners (Plate 17: D and E). No portion of the site was S

flushed by tidal action.

Biological Features

208. Vegetation: Highest elevations within the site supported

a mixture of woody vegetation including pines and shrubs(Bacchar. .i

* . , '.r ' . , 2" : . In some sections shrubs formed dense

thickets which were nearly impenetrable. The northeast side of the site S

1(17
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supported a mixture of grasses, forbs and low shrubs. Vegetation is

sparse and gradually disappeared comrplttelv on the sand flat at the

extreme northeast corner. 0

209. Mosquito breeding: A major source of mosquito breeding

occurred in the site in swales associated with the secondary dike

which divided the site. These swales are located on both sides of

the secondary dike and appartntly were the result of borrow areas left 0

after after construction of the secondary dike. Borrow area swales

associated with the primary dike at the north and southwest corners of

the site also supported mosquito breeding (see Plate 17: B, C, D, and

hI E). Mosquito production in all depressions was sporadic and was S

correlated closely with heavy rainfall. Populations were frequently

produced which exceeded nuisance levels.

210. Mosquito species composition: , I('; c¢y'1:n S and

211. Mosquito breedingjj otential: 3.

212. Site prognosis: Mosquito breeding potential is likely

to remain at the level present when the site was inspected if the

surface is not dist irbed by new dredged material disposal operations.

Depression fissures which are an important indicator of the mosquito

breeding potential are not likely to fill ocause standing vegetation

currently impedes weatiering processes.

Ing9
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SITE DESIGNATION: STA. #19N W-C (N-12); STA. #14N W-C (N-13)

STAB #41S W-C (N-14)

Physical Features

213. Estimated acreage: N-12, 19.8; N-13, 39.5; N-14, 89.7. "

214. Substrate characteristics: The N-12 substrate consisted S

of a borrow area swale around the perimeter of the site. This was the

lowest area in the site. The substrate stage was DM-5 or early DM-7.

Two areas of high ground near the central portion of the site

represented the highest elevation. The lowest areas in N-13 occurred 0

in borrow area swales along the south and southeast sides of the site.

The substrate stage was DM-5 or early DM-7. Two discharge sites also

represented low depressions (Plate 18: A). The lowest portion of N-14

* occurred along the southeast side and especially in the extreme south S

corner (Plate 19: A). Several discharge sites located along the north-

west face (Plate 19: B) were also low. The substrate was in the DM-4

stage along the southeast side. Several areas of high ground were

situated along the central axis of N-14. 0

215. Drainage characteristics: Surface water conditions on

both N-12 and N-13 were influenced by normal tidal action. Tidewater

entered N-12 through an outfall pipe on the east corner of the site

(Plate 18: B). Seepage produced by tides extended around the entire •

site. The tides entered N-13 on the south side (Plate 18: C). Tides

flushed the borrow area swale along the south and east perimeters of

N-13, but the dike swale usually was not affected. Tides also entered

.0 N-14 at the extreme southeast corner but this usually only occurred a

* few times during each month. No daily flushing was observed at N-14.

A number of depression sites at the southeast end of N-14 were

created during the last rediking operation. These depressions were

irregularly flooded by rainfall. All three sites were prone to

flooding by rainfall, particularly in dike swales along the perimeter

of each site.

110
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-Biological Features

I. Vegtltion: The hummock .areaI t .1 r0lrdb

disposavi operat ions conducted before the s it e w,!, i ak.-d suprorted a

mature pine forest surrounded by a dense staind of -iarubih A band

of grasses and forhs occurred along fil e be Sottj'JLt :ija. It the upland

areas. The remainder of the area hetwet-n herba.eii .,'rowth and the

southeast dijke was- barren, f issured soil . S ia ii ar [Lt IL';- s extensive

areas of mature pine were found onl N-12 and N-I :'. t h ub trate

between thesec areas; and the d ike' was; era i rc .. ('V1 \' 'I herbaceous

l aver o I vege tat ion. Speci es observed in I rided ~
. !It.* to d al

in! I u~nced areas;. Other spec ies inclIuaded

sqait~obreeding The higher rt~'ot t lie borrow

-ir~ a va I C en N-i12 and N-i 1 were' floodeLd on iv " tl, ronthli v pring

-t ie.ies re'aS, s;uch as, area D shown in Pl1,t, 19, ',11ported heavy

mosquito prOdUCt ion. Similar condit ions we're' oIMM. Or N-Ii (Plate 18:F.).

The dike swa Ic which runs parallel to the horrov ircn a 'Ing this section 4

of N-I13 also produced mosquitoes. Mosqu ito pid' an On '.-1 4 was

associated with soil fissures and denression sittce :It tik south corner

* (Plate 19: A) .

218. MosquitO specics composition: .

*. . . .. . ... , ~ .7z an , . : p

21.Mosquito breeding potential: N-1) N-13 4; N-14 =2-3.

220. Site prognosis: No change in i7es;uLit( ictivity at N-12

and N-13 is likely unless the sites are spec it iCe!~', I ltt red to improve 0

drainage for elimination of mosquitoes. N-1.r'~a coinditions are

likely to be further enhanced by tiae gradual deOVvc t o vegetation

*at the south end of the site.
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SITE DESIGNATION: STA. #6095S W-C (N-15); STA, #6455S W-C

(N-16)

Physical Features

221. Estimated acreage: N-15, 29.6; N-16, 31.5.

222. Substrate evaluation: The N-15 arca has been diked 0

for several years, but no dredged material has been Aposited in the

site since it was diked. Thus, the major surfice l uature was a deep,

permanently flooded borrow pit which surrounded most of the inside

perimeter of the site. N-16 has been used for at least one disposal

operat ion. The highest elevation and the discharc'e site were located

at the south corner (Plate 20: A). A few shallow borrow area depres-

sions (substrate stage DM-6) extended northeast from, this point. The

lcst portions of the site occurred at the north end. The substrate S

was in t'he late DM-5 or early DM-6 stage. A number of depression sites

'1vc been created in this site during recent rcdiking operations.

223. Drainage characteristics: N-15 was well-drained except

for son' shallow dike swale depressions which ar're :nost extensive at S

the south corner of the site. These areas were flooded by heavy rain-

* fall. The central portions of the site were general~v higher in

elevation than the perimeter areas. Thus, runof f from the center was

diverted into the permanently flooded borrow area. Shallow depressions

of the borrow area swale and the dike swale on the southeast corner

of the site were occasionally flooded by rainfall. Most runoff,

L--,,ver, followed the declining elevation gradiCnt te the north end

of the site. The north end of N-16 was flushed by tidewater which 0

entered through a weep hole in the dike at thC extrem, north corner

(Plate 20: B). In August, 1977, this opening wa. closed during rediking ,]

operations. Since then, the low, north end of N-jb has been poorly

drained. "

Biological Features

224. Vegetation: N-15 included a few patches of ;crubby upland 
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Vegt tat i on Wit i h d eve I oped on d redgecd mate-r i a 1 (1 opo- s ited bef ore the

situ was (liked. The remainder of the sitr- >.ippor t~ i altmrarShi vegE'ta-

t Ion. Spee ie! observedl ine luded! . ;

M4 io. I nid ,':i o, N>~. -LO -16 ('Xibj1)it Ld I sLimila r Sp)eC ieUS

* compos it ion at the, low north end. A nti er () o t r bsinI Ad i n g

op.) :111tl . ) lj. hve e etabi'!) ished(-( mt tij U-'i nd of the

'-i tec. A t ow s;tinil -,(t ta II , tjiI ltnd, wood: I'rt r4 ored i n t he mo re

Cen tral IIV I m-Ate(d sit ion oW 0L tt '; t.

-'2')tj . req iit( brYdi-n-,' ' Ii oL: 1, 11 it I tot 11* :o:j)( i toc b reed -

ing IreasI- til N-I' i 4'iorrt-d alon,, t1e dikt-' !ssiiCtIe t the sootli end. The

peI) not waiteLr in1 tIILhe br row atreca -id -qi I Ii ilt m 1ed a complIex 01

predators whichi minimiz/.i ini)5i~ito proiduct ion in thiat oibfbiitat.

Ioo qkii to prishutIct ikm it N-16 was, restricte.d to the north enr until the

weep1 Itol' eAt the ,somth end was cliosetd by re'dikiol' . W ithin a week

o I t h, C I i j1i 1; i ol ot iT (1 1 1~j 1 1 (ois i 1g , mosr 1 1o i to ierkee-d i ng was observed

in bo rrow air(a I ;w-iI (,s aind depres osts

227. >I0';(Ui L1 breed ing po tL2nt ial I I,-])3= 2; N-16 = 3.

228. S i tL (- i~r 0 u-;i Current N-il)5 cond i t ions are l ikelIy

rL V.t ii ItM I err th si j is aI I tu red bv flew dredging operations. The

j r o tvl t;at N-I16 is cuirre.ntl* inc reasiog . This trend can

(no ipec tL'; to coot ilte un less the di ~. at the sou~th end is reopened

0 i 1 .1 1 1 l b ih

j16



0

SITE DESIGNATION: (N-17, N-17A, N-18 AND N-19)

Summary 0

229. These sites are not listed on the current Charleston District

survey map and are not part of CE system of disposal sites designaited for

AIkW maintenance. N-17A, N-18, and N-19 are located in the vicinity of

Sta. #950 and exhibited little or no mosquito production at the time of

inspection. N-18 and N-19 have been filled with sand. N-17A has a weep

hole in the dike at the southwest end which promotes drainage. This drain-

age outlet has eliminated most mosquito breeding. A few depressions at the

south end were occasionally flooded by unusually high tides. This resulted

in some minor floodwater mosquito production. The mosquito breeding

potential of N-19 = 0-1; N-18 = 0-1; N-17A = I.

230. The N-17 site is located immediately south of N-16 near

Sta. ft700. This site was very similar to th- N-16 disposal area. The

prominent feature of N-17 was a dike failure which has occurred along the

southeast face of this site. Therefore, this side of N-17 is subject to .

occasional flooding by abnormally high tides resulting from storms. Flood-

water mosquito breeding follows such events. The opposite side of the site . -

,as flushed by normal tidal action entering through a breach in the dike.

This side of N-17 was less likely to breed mosquitoes. The mosquito breed-

ing potential of N-17 was rated at 2.

11
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SITE DESIGNATION: STA. #970S W-C (N-19A)

Physical Features

231. Fstimated acreage: 25.9.

232. Substrate evaluation: The highest elevations within the site

were associated with hummocks which apparently resulted from dredged

material deposits pumped on the site before it was diked (Plate 21: A and

B). Another ridge divided the site near its center (Plate 21: C). The

lowest point, a sump site, occurred near the west corner (Plate 21: D).

Deep depressions were associated with discharge sites, where the only

sandy substrate of the site was located (Plate 21: E and F). A series

of shallower borrow area depressions occurred along the north perimeter

of the site between points D and C, Plate 21. With the exception of those

limited areas of high ground and the two discharge points described above,

the entire substrate of the site was in the DM-4 stage.

233. Drainage characteristics: The entire site was poorly drained.

Tidal flushing occurred through an outfall pipe at the west corner (Plate

21: D). As a result, the borrow area swale along the southwest side

remained permanently flooded. The shallow depressions along the north

perimeter were flooded by monthly spring tides and/or rainfall. Swales

occurring along the friLnges of the higher elevation of the site were

flooded by rainfall. Drainage was also poor along the outside of the

dike which interrupted tidal drainage, especially at the southwest end

(Plate 21: G).

Biological Features

234. Vegetation: Very little vegetation occurred on the site

except for pines and shrubs growing on the hummock sites. ]
235. Mosqgtto breeding: Adequate drainage occurred in the

borrow area swale along the southwest side of N-19A. All other areas

described, except hummock and discharge sites, favor mosquito production.

The entire fissured portion of the substrate supported mosquito breeding

when runoff was trapped in fissures. Areas outside the dike, where tidal

drainage was blocked, also produced mosquitoes.

11
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236. Mosquito species composition: .;

ta&zic'rru.~and i h .c r~.

237. MosqUito breeding potential: 4-5.

238. Site prognosis: The present level of mo-,quito brt-eding in

N-19A is likely to persist for at least several years unless the site is

altered by further dredging.
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SITE DESIGNJATION: STA. #1006S W-C (N-20): STA. A11056S W-C

(N-21)

Physical Features

- ~239. Estimated acre~ N-20, 61 .2; N-21 , Y

240. -Substralt-e eval1uation: Thte highest I ecva t ioni; ot N-20 wc ru

associated with seerlliunmIOck sites distributedk iiic i e nt ral

aixis. On] v two hummock areas occurred on N-21 h ~vs HI ClkeVat ions

were I ound aloI I0) the C We:St per imeter o C N-20 (Plaite, 2-'.\ in Ilorro-w

areas and atL the north corner of N-2l (PlaIteL 2 3: A) A. di.-charge point

occurred at tip cast corner of N-20 (Plat, 22: ia) i tte south corner

ol N-21l (Plate 23: M). [Th utae of N-21vs s)ij9ML or D)M-6

t, Ice. [,he N--I subsltrate was in tile DM-, tae

I 1-. ~ 1 rin echaracterist ic's: The geneca I diet i(cc- m drainagu

in N-22 tasli- 1t to west. Drainage c pooi> -i i eaIi;,ured por tions

o! tLe sbs raite, ifepes ions ar7ound f r in a L'irea 11 inrk site LS

aInd in deCPress-ion> SO associted With borrow areai an,'a i ik, -I I . A

po r tion of tile borrow a1rea on the nor th si 1d, of t h. it,. i- l~fushed by

tie Plit 22: C) . Most of N--I was poorly ar jinud [t,,ALIL Of thlt

prepondeILrance of f issured soil in th b;oite . !ie r rev r in.,! d ike swalIes

enl t i1c north aInd s outh faces exhibited poorest iain-- . YI bes drain-

0~ eC L' or reld i n t Iie. e~xt roe no r t 11 c orn er, vi ic 1 -a Iv normal I

t idalI act ion (PlIate 123: A).

1-.!. eet at i on: The ont'. vkegi-tat ion ]rentI w e evaton

oI-, eicrred iat tule ext reme m-erth corner . pii' irI~ipeda

I sta:ILd o: rus hes (Plate 23: A) . Thc l0o', >e'1 N-20) supported

M* rL Veg C-tAt ion than N-Il, espil Iv at t iu s->t 'T I' 11Site near or

in th e borrow airea swale (Plate 22: A) . tic chc-i. p al ly

and . Sp~p. were mos p re vale I t i n150c sit,-; of N-20

* andN-liwer siir an supportted a i:tUt;, -alsinrd

cedLar, w.ax Trlvrtl1 e and palmetto.

3 I3. Mosquito breed ing: ThL 'rr i-' :i k-ii i10o1 til south

*~ ~~~~ .2 U UU
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and west sides of N-20 were major mosquito breeding habitats. The

entire borrow area swale of N-21 had recently reachkd the DM-4 stage

* at the time the site was inspected and low level mo quito breeding was

evident. Fissured areas near the center of the site were alsn suitable

mosquito breeding habitats.

244. Mosquito species composition: N-20 and N-21: _Uh: co ~~tans,
.4~. t~cr-*or: 2ra and 2

r~~b ~

2.45. Mosquito breeding potential: N-20) = 2-3; N-21 =1-2.

246. Site prognosis: Conditions at -21artik~ to persist

unchanged unless the site is altered by furtlhcr ~:.gigactivities.

Mosquito breeding intensity at N-9-1 is likely t, incrcase as the sub-

strate continues to age. The establishment K)*i~-hceouq vegetation

mav slow this process and increase the m,,osquito bree'ding intensity.

* 2



SITE DESIGNATION: STA. #1089S W-C (N-22)

Physical Features

247. Estimated acreage: 88.2

248. Substrate characteristics: A major feature influencing

substrate conditions within this site was a center dike which divides

it in half (Plate 24: A). The west half of the site has been further

modified by a weep hole in the dike. The lowest elevations occurred

in the borrow area swale along the entire south perimeter both east

and west of the center dike. The borrow area along the north side was

slightly higher. The highest elevations occurred along the east-west

center axis in the form of hummocks produced by undiked disposal

operations. The substrate stage on both the east and west ends was

late DM-5 or early DM-7. The substrate was primarily silty. •

249. Drainage characteristics: The drainage pattern within the

site was from the central portion to the perimeter. The central area

exhibited good drainage features. A few depression sites that were

flooded after heavy rains represented the only poorly drained locations S

in the center area of the site. Therefore, most runoff flowed to the

perimeter. With respect to the perimeter alone, flow in the borrow

area swale on both ends of the site was directed to points on either

side of the center dike along the south face of the site (Plate 24: B 0

and C). Runoff, which reaches the point just west of the center dike

(Plate 24: B), was flushed out through the weep hole in the main dike

at low tide. Runoff, which reaches the point just east of the center

dike (Plate 24: C) was trapped in a depression which exhibited a S

fluctuating water level, because the main dike at this point did not

contain a weep hole. The borrow area on the west end of the site (Plate

24: D) exhibited a somewhat erratic elevational gradient which has

resulted in a se,-ies of potholes that are irregularly flooded by rainfall. S

Similar conditions prevailed in the borrow area swale along the south

and east face of the main dike east of the center dike. The borrow area

along the south face of the main dike west of the center dike (Plate 24:

E) was flushed by tidewater entering through the weep hole (Plate 24: B). -
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Depressions outside the dike at the east and west ends of the site were

also irregularly flooded (Plate 24: F and C). Flooding of these

depressions usually resulted from rainfall, but abnormally high tides 0

also influenced these sites.

Biological Features

250. Vegetation: Both divisions of this site had a well-developed

layer of herbaceous and short woody vegetation including . spp.,

. 1o spp., ,ori' :.. " and .,The vegetation

has encroached along the periphery of the entire borrow swale and at

times of heavy rain may be partiallv submeroed. Hummock sites were

typically composed of trees and tall shrubc including pines, wax mvrtle,

red cedar and cabbage palmetto.

251. Mosquito breeding: Mosquito production was most intense in S

the borrow area swale east of the internai center dike. Inspections

consistently resulted in the collection o: larvac, it a rate of 25-50

per dip. Small fish have gained acct c;. , to the bo,,rrow area swale west of .

the center dike through the weep holi. in thu main dike. Thus, this portion S

of the borrow area swale was not a source of significant mosquito breed-

ing. Depressions at the west end in tie horrov area and sites outside

the dike were significant foci of mosquito .activity, but the breeding

intensity was not as severe as the borrow area swale along the south "

face of the dike east of the center dike.

252. Mosquito species comp, sition:.................., .: , ,

* ;. .rs.KI~,. -~and

253. Mosquito breeding potential: Eaist division = 3-4; west S

division = 2.

254. Site prognosis: No major ehan,. in the mosquito breeding

intensity are likely to occur unless tIL' .cit is . iltered by further

dredging activities. S

12;
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SITE DESIGNATION: STA. #1207S W-C (N-23)

Physical Features S

255. Estimated acreage: 34.4

256. Substrate evaluation: The highest elevation in the site

was situated at the extreme east corner (Plate 25: A). This end was 0

characterlzed by a deep discharge hole. A fairly constant, declining

elevation gradient extended from the east to the west corner. The

lowest point occurred in the borrow area swale at the west end (Plate

25: B). A hummock area was also situated at the west end (Plate 25: 0

C). The substrate in the hummock area and near the discharge point

was sandy. One other sandy area (Plate 25: D) was located near the

center of the site and may represent a second discharge point. However,

no discharge hole could be located in this vicinity to verify this S

observaLion. The remaining low surfaces -"ere composed of a silty

substrate. Most of the substrate was in the late DM-5 or early DM-7

stage.

257. Drainage characteristics: The sandy nature of the higher 5

elevations together with the uninterrupted elevational gradient provided

aaequate drainage into the borrow area swale at the west end. This

portion of the borrow area was flushed by tidewater entering through

outflow pipes and was permanently flooded as a result. Irregular or .

intermittent flooded occurred only in Lhe discharge hole (Plate 25: A)

and in the borrow area swale along the north face of the site midway

between the east and we-t ends (Plate 25: E).

Biological Features

258. Vegetation: Vegetation was sparse and mainly herbaceous in

form in the vicinity of the sandy high spots, except for the hummock .

area at the west end where trees including hardwoods prevailed. Dense

shrubby vegetation was prevalent along both sides of the borrow area

Swale on the south face of the site (Plate 25: F). The dominant species

was . ' ':-f"_. Emergent rushes and cattails occurred in the

129
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borrow area swale along the north face (Plate 25: F).

259. Mosquito breeding: Mosquito production was confined to

the discharge hole at the east end (Plate 25: A) and the borrow area

along the north face (Plate 25: E). Larvae did not normally exceed

ten per dip in these areas. Fish provided satisfactory control of

mosquitoes in the other portions of tile borrow area.

260. Mosquito species composition:

-11r.1. :0;: , . K;'r7,r;, i: and. ..... .......

261. Mosquito breeding potential: 1-2.

262. Site prognosis: No change in mosqtuito production within

this site is likely if it is not disrupted hy firth:er dredging

activities.

i S
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SITE DESIGNATION: STA, #104 C-P (S-1A); STA. #400 C-P

(S-1); STA, #475 C-P (S-2); STA. #540

C-P (S-3)

Summary

263. These four disposal areas were small (less than 15 acres

each), sandy locations which provided little or no habitats suitable

for mosquito production. S-IA is located immediately south of

Charleston Harbor in the vicinity of Elliott Cut. S-1, S-2 and S-3

were located on the Stono River in the vicinity o' or just east of

Limehouse Bridge. Conditions on these sites are not likely to change

to those favoring mosquito production even if they are used for further

dredging activities unless the composition of dredged material changes

from sand to a more silty material.

1 31
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SITE DESIGNATION: STA. #532 C-P (S-4); STA. #580 C-P

(S-5)

Physical Features

264. Estimated acreage: S-4, 61.9; S-5, not available.

265. Substrate evaluation: Dredged material which was deposited 0

on both of these sites was composed of sand. Only a small amount of

material has been deposited on S-4 since the site was diked (Plate

26: A). Similar conditions prevailed on S-5. Approximately half of

the substrate within each site oonsisted of unmodified saltmarsh. S

Hummocks resulting from disposal operations conducted prior to diking

were also present (Plate 26: B and C).

266. Drainage characteristics: The borrow area of S-4 remained

flooded throughout its entirety at all times. Fluctuating water levels S

occurred in a few depression sites locatea along the fringe areas of

hummock sites in both S-4 and S-5. Flooding of the borrow area of S-5

was similar to that of S-4, but tidal flushing appeared to influence

conditions on S-4 to a greater extent than on S-5. 0

Biological Features

267. Vegetation: The lowest portions of both sites supported .

typical saltmarsh vegetation including "':- v _ :r ;, j.

r;- Z-r-> etc. S-5 supported some freshwater emergent species.

268. Mosquito breedia: Conditions similar to those which prevail

in natural saltmarshes were found in both sites. Mosquito production 0

was confined to a few small depressions which occurred near the center

of the site and the fringe areas surrounding hummocks.

269. Mosquito species composition: , "

, , - .- c', "  and i:, , . S

270. Mosquito breeding potential: S-4 = 1-2; S-5 = 1-2.

271. Site prognosis: No change is likely to occur in the

intensity of mosquito breeding within these two sites. Further dredging

activities probably, will not influence any increase in mosquito breeding .

if disposed dredged material continues to be sandy.

132
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SITE lESIGtNATI1Qi: STA. Q1595 C-P (S-6); STA. #!166S C-P (S-7)

Physical Features

272. Estimated acreage: S-6, not available, S-7, 38.1

273. Substrate evaluation: Approxim.-tetv on,-third of both S-6

and S-7 wa-s predominantly sand. The north and last jpo rirMete rs of S-60

exhib ited muddy ,urfaces with little or no %V '<tation. X>os.t of the

perim'etcr of S-7 was surrounded by ;a decli borrow -irca. Shral lower

depress ions oc currccl al1ono the nor t 1' a c )i S -?1 N latcu 27: A) . The

east end of the site Was higher in -i vt c nd repr, cn the dis-

charg&' airta (N"atc 27: B). Thc Lot nd wais low, in(: ru-semh led low

Ilt~as Ujs ar d, , si ccsw, r of ;minlor s, , I,;II ( on. bothI s ites.

7 r, ii n hrac t tr i st ics Floodin,- onr I S:-i, w pirimnarily

r ,r tidal i0 OiOc - Tdcwtor ontcrs thtw sit, t i1r,,1 ,i4: two outflow

p; P, or t. ;ic ri ,-t u J da i:w; i 'r,: h 1-7 11,-a o undo.r

tic irlil. n, '' t i. i wI I t ion. loLwoLvr, rinoi raiinfall was

r~pfs i i r fioodin,. o1 deproSS ionIs on1 tOO nor tic sidec which wero

associt Wit!; th dike and buow ri '

iiologica-l Features

'7). Vc;L, _taI-t i cn:~s than half -of thesn, a of- S-6 and S-7 0

1,1 k-or dI rtrn~ I-c Lrd~ ac i t e S. Yicercf o I- t these( sites have

r Lr 1t -1 'v -t It ivi o r t vp)i ca, I oft high or lw sal t!'ca rsh.

7 lo'ct ito brutod log: ic inclluunc- ()I thit til was effective

r~ ~ 7C11 of 2; r. n a c ar I i to most o1 tLh, fl ooded pert ions

or hot At . Al 1 ar'I aIt tl I-:st i-nd oft S- wa::s irregularly

I-Ioodo u nC n-a ctli of l ow I OVC 1 7 LCosi tto prda t)IOlIl ion11. P c i ssio n s

a tho i'v- and 'borrovw arL'i iwa 11tsp a onl tnio north siewere

I-ot I--rc of it tii vv 1-osq uiiti o-p-od u c ,1 0

7 7. oI-cct l~~i Oos1)it ion: *.

.7-tO 0 oci it o ret-clin pjjot -nt t,-I] (*6 -

2 79. S it -~ljjcngno s Prceni( nt Ivl oft r-qc'I I vt i 't on

RP W W
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both sites are likely to continue unchanged unles the sites are

altered by further dredging activities. If sedir'.ntS in the vicinity

of these sites continue to yield sandy dredged ma terial, the deposition

of such material on the breeding sites described above could reduce 0

or eliminate production within these sites.

S

S
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SITE DESIGNATION: STA. #1717 C-P (S-8); STA #1743 C-P (S-9);

STA. #1789 C-P (S-10)

Physical Features

280. Estimated acreage: S-8, 58.5; S-9, 1l7.b; S-10, 49.3

281. Substrate evaluation: All three sites have been utilized

extensively for several disposal operations. Thus, all thrae sites

have extensive areas of higi ground resulting from the accretion of

dredged material. The highest point on S-8 was at the discharge point

b near the east corner (Plate 28: A). The lowest s- ctions were located

in borrow area swales at the west end (Plate 28: B) and near the north

corner (Plate 28: C). The highest elevation of S-9 occurred at the

east corner (Plate 29: A). The dike at this corner has eroded and

collapsed. The borrow area was deep around the entire perimeter and

represented the lowest portion of the site. S-10 was lowest in the

borrow area swale at the south corner (Plate 30: A). Another low

area occurred at the east corner (Plate 30: B). The perimeter along

the north face of the site was characterized by a series of shallow

depressions which occurred in the borrow area and dike swales (Plate

30: C). The highest elevation occurred on a hummock site, which

apparently was produced by undiked disposal operations. The substrate .

of all three sites was composed almost rintirely of silty material.

The substrate condition at the three sites was in the late DM-5 stage.

282. Drainage charactristics: Drainage on all three sites was

poor. All three areas exhibited a well-developed dike and borrow area

swale. Drainage in the swales as Well as in more centrally located

portions of these sites was furthtr impeded by a predominance of

fissured substrate conditions. Vhc borrow area of S-8 on the west

side of the site was apparently permanently flooded. The extent to

which this condition was influenced by tidal action could not be

determined. Swales on the east ialf were irregularly flooded and were -.

tinder the influence of runoff from rainfall. S-9 was inder greater .- -.

tidal influence than S-8 because the breach in the dike at the east

corner (Plate 29: A) provided an access point for flooding during

1'37
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spring tides. As a result, most of the borrov are, r,.maind perma-

nently flooded. Shallow depressions along the norti: iic,-, of S-10

(Plate 30: B and C) and the extensive areas of r is.,reJ substrate in

the central portions of the site were flooued I, raii:fall. The 0

borrow area in the vicinity of the south corner (Plate 30: A) was

influenced by tidal action and remained permanentl '.'ooded.

B io oc a 1Feature.

283. Vegetation: Conditions on all thre,. - itl' we.re greatly

r li Iuenced by vegetation. S-8 and S-9 support:d I ar e:xpanses of

giant cord grass S-)': .,a!'l, .;. -9 w,i alIosL completely

0%vt rod b% this species. Sections of S-8 alono t h. north face of the

-,itc supported a -ix-ture of cattails, sedges and rushes in addition

to giant cord grass. The north face of S-10 (Plate 30: C) supported

woody shrubs, primarily -:.,;': . . A s':: II stand of mixed

rushes and sedges which at times of heavy rainfall was partiallv

submerged, occurred at the east corner (Plate 30: B). The remainder

of the site, except for the hummock area (Plate io: )) was about

equallv divide'd between barren non-vegetated fissured sub.trate and

areas supporting marsh grasses. These vegetated arras appeared to

result from marsh grasses which were overlai i b drtdged material. The

depth of the dredged material was apparently shallow enough to permit

the original marsh vegetation to survive and penetrate through to the

new surface. Vegetation on all three sites had a significant role in

maintaining soil fissures in a partially filled condition.

284. Mosquito breeding: More than half of the S-8 and S-10 areas

exhibited excellent mosquito breeding conditions. S-8 was especially

significant as one of the most uniformly conducive breeding habitats . -

of all areAs surveyed during this study. Larval dip counts consistently

approachcd 100 p r dip when dike and borrow area swales were flooded

after ;ignficant rainfall. Fissured areas in the central locations of

the site also consistently produced mosquitoes. Conditions on S-10

wure similar to but less extensive than those of S-8. .\ major focus

oi -,nsquito production occurred in depressions a -ctha north face

140
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(Plate 30: B and C). Fissured areas on the south half of the site

were also signif icant . The intensity (it brt.-dir, i - 4 w'i somewhat

less than that. of S-8 and S-10 because ot hk- t j i~ i<s,. at the east

corner.

285. Mosquito specl-s composition: *..h',.S

a:., Jr~&~8rraic2~.and ~i2

286. Mosquito breeding potential: S-8 2 -3; S-10 3.

287. Site prognosis: Present CO 'It i t ITI, t hree- s-ites can

be expccted to persist oven if they, irc t,. ! tr r T rf!.- r dredging

operat ion". Deposition of new dredgetd .:.il Vr ii 1!e expected to

irnterr:t bre-d ing for only: a brie, t.-~rid thi-s n c'no year).

0 0 p 10 l



SITE DESIGNATION: STA. #1820 C-P (S-11); STA. #1836 C-P (S-12)

Physical Features

288. Estimated acreage: S-II, 21.3; S-12, 43.7

289. Substrate evaluation: Conditions of S-I resembled those

of S-8 however, the substrate has undergone more extensive weathering

which has resulted in the filling of most fissures. The lowest areas

were located in the borrow area along the _'.tV face of the dike (Plate

31: A) and in the northwest corner (Plate 31: B). The highest area

was a hummock site on the east side (Plate 31: C). The substrate

throughout most of the site was in the late DM-5 or early DM-7 stage.

The lowest portion of S-12 occurred in the borrow area swale which runs

along the entire inside perimeter of the site. A large hummock repre-

sents the highest elevation and extends along the entire east-west axis

of the site (Plate 31: D). This area exhibited a dense vegetational

cover which was thought to be an indication that the site has not been

disturbed by dredging operations for many years. Most dredged material

which has been pumped into the site has settled in the borrow area

along the north face (Plate 31: E). The substrate was in the late

DM-4 or early DM-5 stage. 0

290. Drainage characteristics: Drainage on S-Il was poorest

in the swales along the south face and in the northwest corner (Plate

31: A and B). These areas were subjected to a fluctuating water level

which was dependent on rainfall. No tidal flushing occurred in this

site. Drainage in the entire borrow area swale of S-12 was very poor

and the water level was dependent on rainfall. Tidal action was of

minor importance and appeared to influence the borrow area only at the

southwest corner (Plate 31: F). S

Biological Features

291. Vegetation: More than half of S-11 supported a mature S

stand of Baccharis haZifoZia. A portion of the northwest corner

was overgrown with Spartbna cynosuroiies (light area of S-Il in Plate

31). A transition to freshwater species such as cattails, sedges and *

rushes occur.jed in the extreme northwest corner (Plate 31: B). Little

143
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Section 4: Colleton-Beaufort Counties

296. Only a small section of the AIWW in Beaufort County is

within the boundary of the Charleston District. Little or no

shoaling occurs along this short stretch north oi Port Royal Sound

and as a result no diked disposal sites have been constructed along -

it at the time of the writing of this report. The AIW, in Colleton

County is similar to the portion of the 'Iterway in south Charleston

County in that most o1 it passcs through rivers (thc ',uth Edisto,

Ashepoo and Coosaw) whi_ h have natur.illy deep ch, nulnIs. As a result,

little dredging is required for ,-aijut enumne of thL AIAV in Colleton

County. Most of the six diked disposal site-, in Colleton County are

associated with an-madt ct, t., 'hich connecz the ANIA'W between the above

mentioned rivers. These cuts include those at Fenwick and Ashe Island.
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SITE DESIGNATION: STA. #2157 c-P (S-15);~ STA. #2234 C-P (S-i6)

Physical Features

297. Estimated acreage: S-i5, 32.1; S-16, 5.5

298. Substrate features: S-16 was small and of minor significance

from the standpoint of mosquito control. Most of the site was sandy

throughout except for a hummock area in the center. The dike at the

north end was eroded and has collapsed. As a result, tidewater entered

a small portion of the site and the substrate at this point contained a

few shallow fissures in the late DM-4 stage. S-15 has been filled and

the entire surface has been covered with silty dredged material. A

small. portion near the east corner (Plate 32: A) was covered with sandy

material and this area represented the discharge location. Except for

this discharge point, the entire surface was fissured and was in the

0 DM-4 stage. Fissures were deep, especially in the borrow area swale

where depths approached one-half meter.

299. Drainage characteristics: S-16 was well-drained. Drainage

in S-15 was poor. Runoff from rainfall was trapped in fissures. Borrow

area and ddce swales encircled the entire perimeter of the site and

were especially prone to flooding because they represent the lowest

areas in the site. The lowest portion of the borrow area occurred along

the west side of the site (Plate 32: B). On some occasions, heavy rainfall

resulted in water depths which approached one-half meter in this area.

S-15 was not influenced by tides. S-16 was subjected to a minor tidal

influence as described in the preceeding paragraph.

300. Vegetation: S-16 supported little vegetation except for

* plant growth on the hummock area which supported mature trees. S-15

was completely devoid of vegetation.

301. Mosquito breeding: S-16 exhibited no significant mosquito

breeding habitats except for occasional light breeding near the breach

41 in the dike. The fissured substrate of S-15 represented excellent

conditions for mosquito production, especially in the dike and borrow

area swales.

302. Mosquito species composition: S-I5 and S-16: A. c ;z.v
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and A. taciro- ou,

303. Mosquito breeding _jotential: S-16 =1; S-15, 2-3.

304. Site prognosis: No changj is likely in S-16 conditions

ri unless the site is altered by further dredging. Mosquito breeding

intensity at S-15 is likely to incruasoc a.- the surface ages. Th is

effect will be further enhanced if a liver of herbaceous vegetationK becomes established before weatherinoc of fisue is complete.0

WS



SITE DESIGNATION: STA, #2461 C-P (S-17); STA. #2508 C-P

(S-18); STA. #2536 C-P (S-19); STA, #2564

C-P (S-21) 0

Physical Features

305. Estimated acreage: S-17, 72.3; S-18, 45.7; S-19, 19.3; [ 1

S-21, 29.6

306. Substrate evaluation: All four sites were basically similar

(S-20 was not diked when this report was prepared). They all have been

filled and the deposited dredged material is silty. S-17 and S-18 each

have a large, high hummock area which occupied approximately one-half

of the surface area (Plate 33: A; Plate 34: A). The remaining half was

low and completely covered with dredged material.. The substrate stage

was early DM-4. Both sites were encircled by a deep borrow area swale 0

and a dike swalc. A discharge area was a prominent feature of S-17

(Plate 33: B), but the discharge point on S-18 could not be located

during inspections of the site. Sump sites were located on the east end

of S-17 (Plate 33: C) and the south end of S-18 (Plate 34: B). The - .

highest areas on S-19 and S-21 were small hummock sites (Plate 34: C

and Plate 35: A). MosL of the surface of both sites was composed of

silty dredged material except for sandy deposits in the vicinity of the

discharge points (Plate 34: D and Plate 34: B). Most of the surface in

both areas was fissured and represented the DM-4 substrate stage. Sump

areas represented the lowest elevation in both sites (Plate 34: E and

Plate 35: C).

1 307. Drainage characteristics: Irregular flooding occurred in all

four sites and this resulted primarily from runoff from rainfall. None

of the sites were influenced by tidal action. However, several depression

sites located o-itside the dike of S-21 were flooded by abnormally high

tides as well as by rainfall (Plate 35: D). All the low areas within

S-17, S-18, S-19 and S-21 exhibited a tendency to flood, including

discharge holes, dike and borrow area swales and sump sites.
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Biological Features

308. Vegetation: Except for trees and shrubs occurring in the

hummock areas, most of the surface of these sites was devoid of vegeta-

tion. One section of S-21, adjacent to the hummock area, was beginning

to revegetate rapidly (Plate 35: E). This area .,as overlaid by a

shallow laver of dredged material which covered -

The depth of the dredged material deposit was not sufficient to kill

the stand of : ', and a dense stand of new spr)uLs was emerging

when the site was inspected. This will probably imptde weathering of

fissures in the portion of the site where the .- ":..," . s developing.

309. Mosquito breeding: All four sites exhibited excellent mos-

quito breeding habitats throughout most of their extent. All low areas

including discharge holes, dike and borrow area swales, sump sites and

the entire fissured surface of each site was c nhle of heavy mosquito

produc t ion.

310. Mosquito species composition: S-17, S- s-19 and S-21:

, 'and

311. Mosquito breeding potential: ,S-17 3, '-18= 3; S-19 = 2-3;

S-21 = 3-4.

312. Site prognosis: Mosquito breedon inl n--itv en all sites

will probably increase slightly as vgetition bccin- to dcvelop on the

barren surfaces. This effect will be enhaned it revcgctat ion is rapid

enough to impede weathering of fissures. Such an ftlect is already

occurring on S-21. Further deposition of dredged m:atcria; probably will

not have any lasting effect on the mosqui ito prOdt!c ing capabilities of

these sites. S
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VII. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

313. Experimental data about the generalized physical, chemical

and biological conditions found on dredged material disposal sites in 0

the Charleston CE District have been presented. Detailed summaries of

existing conditions on each disposal area associated with the maintenance

dredging of the AIWW within the Charleston District have also been

presented. The major conclusions relating to the information presented

in the preceding sections of this report are reviewed in this section

together with recommendations for reducing or eliminating mosquito

breeding associated with the disposal of dredged material. Many of these

recommendations relate to working methods used for mosquito abatement

in other types of saltmarsh habitats, but they have not been adequately

studied and refined to maximize thcir effectiveness in diked dredged

material disposal site situations. Therefore, many of the recommenda-

tions presented in the remainder of this .;ection not r"ct be regarded

as practicable methods for implementing control measures at this time.

They should instead be interpreted as suggestions for initiating

experimental pilot studies. This may be regarded as the initial recommen-

dation of this section, (i.e., to conduct further studies of the feasibility

of augmenting and supplanting insecticidal control methods with cultural

practices in a dcfined pest management program).

Interagency Communication

314. Ezell (1978) has provided an excellent report of the attitudes

of persons associated with different government agencies concerned with

harbor and channel maintenance and with mosquito abatement. Results of

this study indicated that personnel within each of these agencies had

differing and sometimes conflicting perspectives of the role, function

and responsibility of the other agency. Thus, the improvement of

communication among different agencies should contribute to an improve-

ment in the achievement of the goals of all concerned interests. It is

therefore, recommended that some mechanism be established for interagency

communication. The structure of such a mechanism should be devised in
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a manner that will best accomodate the existing organizational structure

of the different agencies concerned. Since organizational structures

vary in different areas and since the scope of problems may encompass

different amounts of area (i.e., county, regional, state, etc.), no 0

single standard for developing channels of communication is applicable

in all cases. In some instances, the establishment of a position for a

commissioner representing a given interest group or agency on the board

of commissioners of a mosquito abatement district may suffice. In other

instances, a state commission organized under the aegi, of an appropriate

department such as environmental protection or public health may be

necessary. A somewhat novel and extremely effective approach to stimu-

lating interagency communication has been developed in New Jersey. The 0

Associated Executives of Mosquito Control in New Jersey is an organiza-

tion of supervisory personnel which meets monthly to review problems

within their purview, establish policy and develop cooperative, regional

projects. Policy decisions are formulated only after members of 1

agencies with a possible interest in such policy have represented their

views before this organization. The range of possible organizational

approaches is of course virtually limitless and any structure which is

functional and amenable to all interested parties can be considered to

be a satisfactory means of solving communication problems.

Cultural Practices

- 315. Results already discussed in this report demonstrate that

* most mosquito-related problems associated with diked dredged material

disposal areas in South Carolina are attributable to floodwater mosquitoes.

Therefore, the application of an appropriate water management scheme

within disposal areas would provide an excellent means of implementing

permanent control. As previously described, water management for mosquito

control in saltmnrsh habitats can be implemented in one of two basic

ways: by means of permanent water impoundments; by means of a water 0

drainage and circulation schemes (Open Marsh Water Management). The

latter approach appears to be the most suitable one for diked disposal

areas because it complements the need for dewatering sites which is

necessary before sites can be reused. Results from the review of the -
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generalized physical, chemical and biological features of disposal

areas indicated that drainage is a feasible approach. The implemen-

tation of this type of management scheme would involve modifications

to practices currently used in disposal site construction and to the

manner in which dredged material is pumped intc sites. Additional

site modifications might also be required after the disposal operations

are completed. Such modifications might also entirely replace the need

for changes to sites prior to the pumping operation in some instances.

316. Rim ditching: One approach to drainage haF been Jiscussed

in detail by Ezell (1978). This method, which is illustrated in Figure

10, involves the establishment of an elevation gradient with the highest

point at the center of the disposal site. The perimeter area, which 0

is the lowest portion of the site, is then excavated to provide material

for reinforcing the dike and to produce a deep rim ditch. The rim

ditch acts as a sink receiving runoff from the higher, central portions

of the site. This sink can be connected with tidewater by weep holes 0

in the dike which will permit larvivorous fish to enter the site and

devour any mosquitoes before they reach the adult stage. The success

of this technique is dependent on two factors: a continuous elevation

gradient with a surface that is even and does not trap water; the action S

of tidal flushing resulting when a weep hole or access pipe is installed

in the dike. Under some circumstances, such as disposal areas which

have been used for many disposal operations, it may be impossible to

excavate a rim ditch which is deep enough to be flooded by daily tidal S

action. In such situations, rim ditches would still be effective if

they were carefully constructed with sufficient slope to provide drainage

to an outlet (weep hole or access pipe in the dike). Extra care would

be necessary in such instances to avoid any irregularities in the slope S

of ditches of this kind-irregularities could result in potholes con-

ducive to mosquito breeding if drainage patterns are not carefully designed

and constructed.

317. Radial ditches and minnow reservoirs: Mosquito breeding in S

many disposal sites may not be completely eliminated by rim ditch

construction alone because of naturally occurring irregular contours and ..

the shape and size of sites. During the preliminary phase of developing . .
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a plan for implementing permanent control measures, an on-site inspec-

tion should be conducted to locate potential trouble spots. A decision

can then be made to either excavate such potential breeding sites to

a depth sufficient to maintain permanent water (ponding) or to connect S

the site to the rim ditch with a secondary or radial ditch. Where small

ponds would eliminate the mosquito breeding habitats, the possibility .. - -

of using high explosives in place of heavy equipment should be studied.

318. External drainage: Augmentation of drainage patterns S

surrounding the outside perimeter of many disposal areas may be necessary

to eliminate mosquito breeding sites created by blockage of natural

tidal drainage patterns and other localized breeding situations which

develop along the base of dikes outside disposal areas. The need for S

such control procedures could be determined during the on-site inspection

made to plan the internal drainage scheme. In some situations, the

creation or modification of external drainage may be necessary to make

the internal drainage scheme function prcerlv. 0

319. Specialized equipment: Modifications described in the previous

paragraphs are difficult and expensive to implement with standard con-

struction equipment. Consideration should be given to the use of more
maneuverable amphibious equipment whenever possible (this would have the

added advantage of eliminating breeding habitats created by mats used

to support non-amphibious equipment). Consideration should also be given

to the use of specialized equipment designed specifically for soft

terrain and mosquito problems. Since equipment in this category, such 0

as the rotary marsh ditcher ind the riverine utility craft (RUC), has had

few trials in diked dredged material disposal sites, it should be con-

sidered for inclusion in a pilot study.

320. Surface modification: In some localities of the country, 5

harrowing the surface of dredged material with a disc or spring tooth

harrow has proved to be an effective means of abating associated mos-

quito problems (Lzell, 1978). This approach to control in the South

Carolina coastal area unfortunately does not appear to be feasible for i

most disposal areas because climatic conditions and sediment compositions

in this region of the country tend to produce a dredged material sub-

strate which remains unstable for long periods of time. As a result,

mosquito breLJing substrate stages frequently develop before the 5
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substrate is firm enough to support equipment used for harrowing. The

possible use of this technique in older disposal areas, which are no

longer used for disposal of dredged material, should not be ruled out

however. S

321. Other means of surface modification should receive further

study. Premilinary investigations (Ezell, 1978) have indicated that

soil fissuring can be retarded or eliminated by the application of

materials over the dredged material surface which reduce the rate of 0

moisture loss. Soil chemistry profiles reported in this study do not

rule out the possibility of chemically altering the substrate composi-

tion in a manner which makes the substrate unattractive as an oviposition

site for floodwater mosquitoes. These two potential control approaches 6

should therefore be emphasized in future basic research studies.

Chemical Control Procedures

322. No review of the effectiveness of current chemical control

methods was provided in this report because this was not part of the

intended purpose of this study. However, it is possible that even the

best designed permanent control efforts will not always provide 100 ..

percent control of mosquitoes. Therefore, efforts should be made to

review and study chemicals and formulations available at the present

time because many new, safer compounds have recently been developed and

placed on the market.
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